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Food Poisoning on Campus
prime

Twenty-six cases out of 45 gastro-

PHOTO COURTESY. OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Considers GU Position

trator with Preventive Health Services

have

been positively

con-

was

up

an unprecedented

cy through

16 rounds

of balloting.

Waldheim withdrew his name on December
3. Shortly
thereafter, his

Sports: Baseball vs. Fairfield, Sunday, March 21, noon, baseball field.

HOYA

Queen

the

Contributing Editor

Noor

Mideast

United

of Jordan

arms

States

criticized

policies

and

decried

of

the

the ‘“op-

Asst. News Editor

The
recently issued New
York
Times Selective Guide to Colleges has
summarized Georgetown along with
over 100 other comparable institutions,

in

terms

of

its academic

stan-

dards, quality of life, and social life.
The University was given four out of
a possible five stars in each of the
three categories.
The new guide concluded its page
and-a-half analysis by saying that
“For anyone interested in government and politics, it offers the perfect combination of classroom learning and the chance to observe Congress and the other arms of the federal government at close range.”
The book gives short profiles and
superficial analyses of many of the
best schools in the country. Many
colleges have criticized the book for
its simplistic rating system and infor-

was

sponsored

Center

for

by

Women’s Tennis vs. James Madison,
Friday, March 19, 3:00 p.m., Tennis
Courts beside McDonough ‘Arena.

Drama: French play lonescologues:
Anti-Spectacle en Plusiers Morceaux
(Journal en Miettes et La Cantra-

trice Chauve) presented by Les Bateleurs. Poulton Hall, Stage III. Fri-

day-Sunday, March 19-21, 8 p.m.,
$3.00 with student 1.D., $4.00 for
general public.
Concert: Grace Notes and Dukesmen of Yale. Program Room, Healy
Basement; Friday>March 19, 8: LY

p.m., free.

mal Gam
In fact, the Times has received so
much criticism’ that it will be removing its name from the cover of all
subsequent editions of the book to
avoid the misleading assumption that
professional
investigative reporting
went into the compilation of the
book. The first edition has been completely sold out.
Of all Washington schools covered

in the book, George Washington University received the lowest rating:
seven stars out of a possible fifteen.
Subsequently, GW’s director of undergraduate admissions Joseph Ruth
told the Washington Post that ‘With
the imprint of the New York Times,
a lot of people will be thinking this is
the gospel. It’s just plain sloppy re-

troversy’’) mistakenly referred to
certain complaints reviewed by
Election Commissioner Peter Rizzo as ‘‘violations.” The HOYA
regrets this error.

Health Dr. J. G.

ated from Princeton University in
1974, saluted Georgetown as “‘a pioneer in international studies’ citing
the School of Foreign Service, the
Center

for Strategic

and

Internation-

the negative stereotype of Arabs,
which is based on limited and inaccu-

al Studies (CSIS), and the CCAS.
“Jordan is proud of the relationship
that
has
been
established
with
Georgetown and is privileged to participate with you in developing the

rate information,

ties .of friendship

“Recent

attempts

shameful.”

The

are
The

to brand

Arabs

uninformed
Queen

must

asserted

as

and
that

be dispelled.

30-year-old Noor, who gradu-

between

the United

States and the Arab world.”

George-

Contemporary

Arab Studies (CCAS).
‘In his letter, Hussein attacked the
United States for failing to honor the

commitments it has made in the Mid-

east since 1967. “To address the Middle East problem and its possible so- lutions,

one can state only that now

it lies tainly with the United States
of America to recognize the urgency
of the situation and the dangers to all
of us. The question is not for the.

Arabs to suggest what is next, but for

message

Hussein

conveyed

through

his wife, was that Jordan and other
Palestinian nations are willing to seek

final choice of what we will or will
‘not accept from the U.S. or from any
other source. We will begin by asking
our friends in the U.S. for our requirements. Their response will determine our future action.”
Noor also discussed other familiar
topics centered in the Mideast: Israeli
“expansionism,”
Palestinian - rights,
and the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). “Palestinians either
live under the nightmare of occupa‘tion and the denial of their human

rights, or are physically attacked by
the Israeli war machine—supplied
over the years with the latest technology. which United States genius
produces.” King Hussein condemned

HOYA

Queen

HOYA

Associate Editor

issues involved in the Gay
of Georgetown’s suit against

of Jordan,

the former

Lisa Halaby,

de ivered

a stern message from

her husband

policy in the Mideast in Gaston Hall Monday evening.

the worst university

Vigils to Mark El Salvador Protest

ton area.’

in the Washing-

:

The guide described

dent

body

the GU

as “affluent,

stu-

cosmopoli-

tan, rand professionally
oriented”
with a visible preppy contingent.” It
also said the students are “overworked
and overextended,
but they’re never,
never bored.”
The book listed ‘“‘small and noisy”
Lauinger Library and housing as the

two major problems of the University. However,

far brom

being perfect,

the guide said that Georgetown has
four dining halls and that freshmen
“sometimes have to spend their first
‘ few. weeks in a dorm lounge until
rooms can be found.”

On the CBS show, the GPGU position was presented by James Ryan
(SFS '80), who was the leader of the
group for two years.
:

> the judge has yet to decide
sé, the ‘University declined to

representative. However, the:
University’s position was argued by
Ryan Hendricks
(SLL
’82). CBS
called Hendricks because he wrote a

Viewpoint article for the HOYA last

“ semes

which argued against the
groups’ right to be chartered.

for Central American Awareness is
sponsoring a vigil at the State Department in protest against U.S. policy in
El Salvador.
According to CCAA
member Marianne Ramsey, the Com-

by Jamie Coakley
HOYA

Asst. News Editor

Campus Ministries, in an attempt
to raise the consciousness of Georgetown students to the problems in El
Salvador, has organized an El Salvador Awareness Week.
Three events have been scheduled
for Tuesday, March 23. At 5:15 p.m.

in Dahlgren

Chapel,

A candlelight vigil will take place
in the Old North quadrangle at I0p.m.,
following
Representative
Studds’

The

vigil

on American

mittee
has
been
presenting
slide
shows and Salvadoran speakers in the
dormitories in an effort to raise students’. consciousness about El Salvador.

a mass will be

said in memory of Archbishop Oscar
Romero’s martyrdom. Romero was
assassinated in El Salvador while saying mass on March 24, 1980. The
principle celebrant of next week’s
service will be Bishop Eugene Marino
from the Washington area.
After the mass, at 8 p.m. in Gaston Hall, Representative Gerry Studds
(D-Mass.) of the House Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs will
speak on El Salvador.

speech.

the University were debated on a nationally televised broadcast of the
CBS Morning News Tuesday.
The GPGU, along with the Gay
Rights Coalition of the Law Center,
is suing Georgetown for official recognition and funding as a student
group. The trial in the case ended on
Tuesday, March 2.

Noor

porting . . . there’s no way that we're

CBS News Features
Debate on GPGU Suit
The
People

Director of Student
Esswein

arms elsewhere if the U.S. wavers
over’ arms packages. “We have the

by Sarah Rosenson

In the March 19 issue of the
HOYA, the front page story on
the Student Government elections
(“Medina Confirmation Ends Con-

the Middle East situation have a similar heritage and share spiritual bonds.

Prior to delivering her husband’s
letter,
Queen
Noor
outlined
the
bonds which Jordan and the Arab
nations have with Israel and the West.
“Our land is the birthplace of the

ly charged political address delivered
inf Gaston Hall Monday evening.
The main body of the Americanborn Queen’s speech was a letter
from her husband, King Hussein. Approximately 500 diplomats, students
and professors heard the address,

the United. States to decide and act

CORRECTION

cn

three great monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam.” She
claimed that all the interest parties in

|anti-semitic

pressive” behavior of Israel, in a high-

GU Academics, Social Scene Rated
by Jamie Coakley

American support for the democracy
of Israel and termed Arab support of,
the PLO ‘the logical manifestation
of the Arab desire for the establishment of a just and comprehensive
peace.”

“by John P. McCarthy

Times Stirs Protest

HOYA

of the

its ill effects also depend

will

be

a simple

MINISTRIES

sored by WROX-AM. Friday, March
19, 8:30 p.m., Hall of Nations, $2
at the door.

salmonella

parts

OF CAMPUS

. Film: The Kids Are Alright. Spon-

that

only

Jordan’ s Queen Criticizes U.S. Arms Policy

uponagreements whichalready exist.”
Most observers agree that the stern

Foreign

affects

prayer service featuring some, Salvadoran music.
A national protest against U.S.
policy towards El Salvador is scheduled for Saturday, March 27, and it
will take place at Malcolm X Park !
(16th and Euclid Streets).
Students
otested United
This afternoon, a group of Georgement recently.
town students called the Committee
COURTESY

Lecture: “The Role of the Two Germanies in East-West Relations.”
* Given by Dr. Gerhard Stoltenberg,
Prime Minister of the West German
State of Schleswig-Holstein. Gaston
Hall; Monday, March 22, 6:30 p.m.

the Communicable
Disease Center
(CDC) in Atlanta, Ga. has concluded,

ter Salim Ahmed Salim also withdrew, as his candidacy was opposed
by the United States. Peruvian diplomat Javier Perez de Cuellar was eventually elected to head the U.N.

Tanzanian

ON CAMPUS
Film: Coal Miner's Daughter. LA-6;
Friday, March 19 and Saturday,
" March 20, 8:00 p.m. $2.50/1.50 SES.

' An investigation being conducted
by the D.C. Health Department and

Minis-

challenger,

Waldheim is ‘considering the possibility of GU among other, alternatives,” but his decision to accept any
position is contingent on discussions
he is conducting with colleagues in

for

responded

Administration.
the natural resistance of the person.
Levy stated, however, that the In addition, Dr. Esswein said that
fault probably lies not with Marriott
the CDC was called in because of a
Dining Services but rather with an
undisclosed meat distributor. ““[Marshortage of manpower in the D.C.
riott] probably couldn’t tell if the
Health Department, and that they
provide laboratory services for the inmeat was affected, and could only
have prevented it [the outbreak] by
vestigation. If any action is required
serving it well done,”
Levy said.
at the conclusion of the investigation,
it will be the responsibility of the
“Cases like this are few considering
the number of meals served. But with
D.C. Health Department.

beef which, when eaten, causes a gastrointestinal inflamation as well as
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and fever.

town’s

third term as Secretary General last
fall, but the People’s Republic of
China continually vetoed his candida~’

beef and

PHOTO

F. Krogh.

mat

Levy

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

Former United Nations Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim is currently
“in negotiations’ with Georgetown
University regarding the possibility
of his assuming a position with the
University next year, according to
School of Foreign Service Dean Peter

ted,

sometimes

PHOTO

by Kelly Reilly
HOY A Managing Editor

When asked why some students
who ate the prime rib were not affec-

ruary 26

which

Austria, Krogh explained. “Some decision
is expected
soon,”
Krogh
added.
The 62-year-old Austrian diplo-

rib served for dinner on Thurs-

intestinal illnesses reportedby students from February 20 through Feb-

dent Health Services.
Salmonella is a bacteria found in

Former UN Secretary

rare beef,” he added, ‘‘it is a definite
risk”

day, February 18 in Darnall Cafeteria
was the cause of the outbreak, according to Dr. Martin Levy, adminis-

firmed as salmonella, according to
Dr. J. G. Esswein, Director of Stu-

Former U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim meeting at the White House
with President Carter and Secretary of State Cyrus Vance.’

interviews
that the

PHOTO

HOYA ‘Staff Writer

HOYA

on the basis of student
and
statistical evidence,

by George Nussbaum

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

Confirmed; Marriott Not Faulted

a

Biates aid to El Salvador at the State Depart-
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SLC Wants Media Board Examined
by Mary Hartigan
HOYA

Staff Writer

The
Student
Life
Committee
(SLC) has referred the charter of the
Student Activities Commission’s Publications Board to Dean of Student
Affairs William Stott with the recommendation that the concept of such a
board be totally re-examined. Meanwhile, SAC Director Walt Cramer has
been reported to say that even though
there are no immediate plans to implement the Publications Board, he
considers it in existence-de facto because both the SAC and the last Student
Government
Administration
approved the charter, according to
SAC chairman Phil Inglima.
The proposal to formulate a board
to provide greater financial and journalistic accountability was first considered during the September 1, 1981
meeting of the SAC. It was unani-

mously accepted by the SAC. Inglima presented a draft of a Publications Board charter to the Student
Senate on November
8, at which
time representatives from the HOYA,
the Voice and Ye Domesday Booke
protested
against
the
proposed
Board’s power to approve editors.
Representatives
from
the
five
Georgetown
campus
publications
met with SAC members on November 11 to present an alternative proposal for a Publications’ Financial
Advisory

would

not

Board,

the

include

scope

of which

journalistic

mat-

ters. The SAC rejected the Financial
Board as a whole, but agreed on November
19
to incorporate
three
clauses of the publications’ proposal
into the original Publications Board.
Further amendments to the Board
were added by the student senators
on December 3.
After acceptance by the Senate,

the amended Publications Board was
sent to the Student Life Committee
for its consideration. Early this semester the .SLC began a series of
weekly meetings to discuss the charter, which culminated in a decision
to vote on the merits of sush a board.
According to SLC chairman Professor Michael Foley, the committee
discussed only the merits of the charter, not the basic legitimacy of a
board designed to oversee both financial matters and journalistic policy of
student publications. Foley said the
SLC limited its discussion because of
time
constraints, although
several
committee members expressed doubts
about the SAC-proposed board’s basic legitimacy.
;
In its role as an advisory commit‘tee to Dean Stott, the SLC finally
recommended
that
the
proposed
board not be implemented without
substantial changes. The SLC’s vote

Classics professor and SLC member Joseph O'Connor expressed doubts as to the merits of the Student Activities
Commission’s Publications Board during SLC hearings last month.
to recommend non-implementation
of the Board was based on concerns
that the Board had overly broad and
general powers without any clear indication that it would accomplish its

avowed

goal of establishing financial

accountability, according to Foley.
The various publications on campus have raised several objections to
the Publications Board on several

grounds, chief among these the possibility that the charter contains various abridgements of First Amendment rights. Also, the publications
unanimously object to possible interference in their operations and content coverage by members of the
Publications Board.
* Newly-elected
Student
Government President Monica Medina has
also expressed dissatisfaction with

‘the proposal in its present form. She
stated that the publications should
be held as financially accountable as
all other University departments, but
the other language included in the
charter is not consistent with the role
of the student press.:
SAC chairman Inglima said that
the new administration would ‘“‘consider and incorporate (his) suggestions for changes as requested by the
SLC, and come up with a final proposal by the end of this (school)
year.” Dean Stott has returned the
charter to the SAC along with the
SLC’s objections.

NCAA Tickets
Await Donors
Two free pairs of tickets to the
semifinal and final rounds of the
NCAA tournament, to be held at the

Superdome

in

New Orleans

March

27-29, are being offered by Fairfax
Opportunities Unlimited Inc. to the
two donors who contribute the largest amounts to its Building Fund by
Monday, March 22.

A non-profit, tax-exempt organization, Fairfax Opportunities provides
workshops for the emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded in Fairfax County, Virginia. All donations
are
tax-deductible
and would
be
greatly appreciated, according to the
Building Fund’s directors. More information: on contributions’
and the
NCAA contest can be obtained by
calling (703) 321-8890, 8:30 to 4:30
p.m. on weekdays.

The Student Senate Will Be Meeting
In The Darnall Formal Lounge
Sunday March 21 8 P.M.
AGENDA
I. Comments from the University
community
II.
III.

Executive Report Monica Medina
New Business

:

1. Senator Edes—Election
Reform

IV.

V.

.

Old Business
1. SAC Budget Results
2. SLC Report
Adjourn

The Hoya Needs You!
Interested

in

writing

Newspaper?
and ask for

our office
ment.

for

the

Call
625-4554
Bill, or drop by

in

Copley

Base-

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

A representative
will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24, 1982
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL

.

and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL

Interviews

© Anheuser-Busch, Inc

St Louis,
Mo

be scheduled

at

CAREER PLANNING
& PLACEMENT

°

BUSCH. The official beerof The Charlie Daniels Band”

may

MANAGEMENT

AMERICAN
OF

GRADUATE

INTERNATIONAL

SCHOOL

MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306
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Folger Bring s Theater Workshops to Poulton
by Kelly Reilly
HOY A Managing Editor

The Folger Theatre Group, in con-

junction

with

Georgetown

Univer-

sity, is offering a series of workshops
on theater skills and technique for
students here on campus.
A Movement For Actors Work-

shop will be held tomorrow from 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Poulton’s Stage
III. The instructor, Virginia Freeman,
is a professional choreographer and
serves as dance consultant to the Folger Theatre, in which capacity she
choreographed. their present version
of Shakespeare’s The Tempest.
Two workshops on stage combat

will be given on Monday, March 22
and Monday, March 29 by Michael
Toleydo,
the
Folger’s
renowned
Hamlet, and director and fight coordinator
of
the
Folger
Theatre
Group’s Romeo and Juliet. Toleydo,
who is making a trip from New York
in order to appear at GU, will con-

duct his workshops from 7-9:30 p.m.
at Stage III.
Students interested in participating in any of the workshops may sign
up in Coordinator of the Arts Peter
Barton’s office in Healy Basement.
Workshops

in

theater

makeup

and

voice will be announced later.

~

UNCLE BILL
NEEDS YOU!
Tired of reading the same old
news in the HOYA? Why not try
writing it?

LOLECIOCHD;
:

As a reporter for the HOYA, | | Fu SNe

you'll have the chance to practice and improve your writing
skills. You'll also get to see how
the University works, while gaining valuable experience towards
a career in journalism.
Needless to say, you'll also
meet the fun and exciting mem-

H

OT

he

ce

in

ey

SAT., MARCH 20

J. WALTER NEGRO
& The Loose Joints

:BI

HOw D0 oy FEE),
ABOUT BEING In Ay

a

ee
ahem’

RESIST A PRETTY

FACE),

:

Party

w/D.J. Dwight

Hoya tlews Exiior

PRODUCERS CAN'T

Luey?

;

WH

IT JUST GOES
T0 PROVE THAT

ARTS HALL SHow,

SUN., MARCH 21

ment o call me at 625-4554.
hanks,

tore

w/ The Individuals

ie

THUS, MARCHES GSES

March 19, 20, 26, 27 Aris Hall Theatre 3509 Prospect St.

w/ Marshall Crenshaw

8:00 P.M.

TICKETS—$3.00 at SEC and East Campus RHO

HOYA

PHOTO

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

a |

Visitors to the luxurious Georgetown Park Mall over the past week
have been treated to the sight of two other beautiful creatures of
luxury, Goldie Hawn and Burt Reynolds. The acting pair is in town
shooting scenes for their new romance film The Best of Friends

[5

i

appear in the film. Watch for the full story in the next HOYA.

i

Giveevery | |

DOES YOUR COLLEGE JOB

COST YOU MORE THAN IT PAYS?

NEWBORN
the
I

Are you working long hours because of sub-minimum wages?
That can cost you time and energy for studying. In the Army Reserve,
two summers, a weekend a month and two weeks a year pay up to
$8,000 over four years. Plus, you could get as much as $4,000 in tuition aid for certain skills. For more information about the Army
Reserve, call the number listed below or stop by.

Cal11'%(202)

COLOR PRINT FILM
DEVELOPING
$ 2 29
$399
8590
36 exp.
24 exp.

8
%

advantage

12 exposures
Kodacolor, Fuji or 3M color print film. 110, 126,
135 film. Offer expires 3/24/82

Qaxa Sundries

8

March of Dimes

Be

:

EE

This coupon

NE

EE

PN IE

must accompany

order.

IEE EN NE EE EE EE

. Birth Defects Foundation

282-2016

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED

BY THE PUBLISHER

DEATHTRAP
MICHAEL CAINE
CHRISTOPHER REEVE
DYAN CANNON

The trap is set...

congregation of

ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

For a wickedly funny
who’ll-do-it.

We are honest men

seeking to live authentically
as we affirm each other,

and witness to our neighbors
through prayer,
community and service.
The Cross, Our Only Hope

As a community

of two distinct societies

. . .

" BROTHERS AND PRIESTS...
we are united by the same spirit,
traditions and

ideals.

We seek to develop a person's talents
in order to minister to the People of God
in various ways within a changing world.

in ratevins “DEATHTRAP”
Executive Producer JAY PRESSON ALLEN

Music by JOHNNY

MANDEL

: Screenplay by JAY PRESSON

ALLEN

Associate Producer ALFRED de LIAGRE, JR.

Produced by BURT T HARRIS
Based on the stage play by IRA

LEVIN

Directed by SIDNEY LUMET
where

some

give vision

others dare to dream
and all seek Christ

PG|PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED E>
SOME

MATERIAL

MAY NOT

BE SUITABLE

|AMC ACADEMY
Greenbelt,
For more information:
Fr. Bob Wiseman, CSC
835 Clinton Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06604, 203-367-7252
Bro. John Zick, CSC
R.D. #3, Box 113, Valatie, N.Y. 12184, 518-784-9481

A WARNER

FOR CHILDREN]

MD

K-B GEORGETOWN
' Bethesda, MD *

_ SHOWCASE TURNPIKE
~~ Rockville, MD

AMC SKYLINE
Bailey's Crossroads, VA

K-B BARONET WEST
Bethesday, MD

FROM WARNER BROS
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
©1982 Warner Bros All Rights Reserved

K-B CRYSTAL
Arlington, VA

NTI TYSONS CENTER.
- McLean, VA

SHOWCASE MERCADO
Wheaton, MD

WEST END CIRCLE
Washington, D.C.

Washington, D.C.

OUTER CIRCLE

EE

baa

%

which will open in the winter. Shooting will continue here and in
Virginia all through the week. Yes, they are hiring people as extras to

VALUABLE COUPON

}

1

-

SHI

TER
>
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May We Suggest . .
aw?

AA

The Student

Activities Commission

(SAC)-

it on to the SAC for modifications. And that is

proposed Publications Board has had a truly

where

meteoric

Publication Board now lies.

career

since

its materialization

last

November. =
:
Like the birth of a star, it appeared all ofa
the unanimous

approval

of the

the nearly

The

question

lifeless creature called the
is: whether

to resuscitate

it,

and if so, how?

sudden one winter night, gleamed brilliantly
under

“N)PESPORTENT 7
PRANK

It seems evident that Mdre is a need to
re-work radically the concept of the Board, if it
is to survive and be accepted by the community —as well as the parties it proposes to affect.
In order for this to occur it is imperative that
the newly-elected Senate offer its assistance,

SAC

(whose chairman was the creator of the precocious phenomenon), shone smartly during its

rapid passage through the Senate, and gener~ ally flourished amidst the students who felt it

their appointed duty to place a bureaucratic
control on the campus publications while
‘waving the Highteous banner of “accountabil-

according to the perceived wishes of its various
constituents.

ity!”

President

Monica

Medina

and

V.P.

Len

Schoppa in particular have a responsibility to
dispose of the Publications Board as presently

Sadly for the star—but eminently fortunate
for the prevalence of reason and a free press —it
began to flicker uncertainly under the scrutiny

constituted, and to produce a viable vehicle of
fiscal responsibility in its stead, as they pledged
unequivocably during their campaign.
Repeatedly, it has been acknowledged that a
financial board of the type mentioned would
be acceptable, even welcomed by the publications. To that end, a proposal for one was

of the Student Life Policy Committee (SLC),
an advisory board that reports to Dean Stott
‘(Dean of Student Affairs). Dismissing as moot
the questionable legitimacy of the proposed
Board, the SLC considered solely its merits, its

constructive worth—and found it wanting. The
vote against the fading star was a. telling 11-6.
Dimmed perceptibly, the Board’s charter

board’s debut.

was sent to Dean Stott, who immediately passed

the serious attention it merits.

submitted —and rejected —before the original
Now,

perhaps,

it will be given

SPGU Declared Unlike KKK
To the Editor,
We just finished laughing over that
funny letter by Maureen McLaughlin
of the GU Women’s Caucus, and then
something hit us—she was serious
about likening those who object to
homosexuals to the KKK.
Ms. McLaughlin, congratulations
on using the name Ku Klux Klan four
times
in a single paragraph—that
must be a new record. It is sensationalists like yourself who feed the

Klan’s insatiable appetite’ for publicity and thus give the group a larger

GU: Practically Haute Cuisine
“First,

we

sampled

the

fine

arts

a constellation of asterisks than you can condense the contents of War and Peace into a
literary selection of the month for Reader’s

electives,

finding them fluffy but not filling . . . The philosophy

and

theology

requirements

was

a

trifle overdone,

while

baked...

leaving we discovered to our

Upon

the sociology

were

Digest.

half-

dismay that the old adage about Chinese food

Bear in mind also that these ratings are
1 based largely on the results of questionnaires

: applied here as well: an hour after you graduate

passed out to randomly selected students. Does

| you're stupid again.

UVa.s five star rating in academics really
mean itoffers a curriculum superior to Georgetown’s? Or does it indicate that the Southern

Far-fetched? Not really. Already our nation’s
institutions of higher learning are being evalu-

gentlemen who dominate UVa.’s student body

ated the way critics rate restaurants and movies:
witness The New York Times Selective Guide to
Colleges by Mr. Edward B. Fiske. Georgetown

have a grossly inflated opinion of themselves?
Perhaps they're simply easier to please than

received twelve out of maximum 15 stars: four
apiece for the categories: Academics, Social

roam the Georgetown veldt. The grass always

Life, and Quality of Life. A good rating, to be
sure, but no cigar. In this area alone, Johns
Hopkins, St. John’s College in Annapolis and

the

sophisticated

looks

the University of Virginia outstarred us.

greener

Eastern

on someone

intellectuals
else’s campus,

who
but

you can’t find out for sure unless you do an
inordinate amount of transferring. ..
At any rate, Georgetown isn’t about to close

down after a 193 year run just because of one

Before any tears are shed, let us resolve to

take these ratings with a proper grain of salt.
Georgetown consists of five undergraduate
schools and dozens of departments. You can no
more give an adequate description of GU with

lukewarm review. To put things in perspective, we should consider the plight of obscure
community colleges like Turkey Run Tech,
which got a 11% star for academics, 0 stars for
facilities and a black hole for social life. ..
\
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Tom

and ir-

rational. There is a difference
tween overtly hating blacks and
wanting

tuition

dollars

to

go

benot
to

a

group that goes contrary to Catholic
doctrine. If you can’t see that, try
opening your eyes.
Second, you make the ridiculous
argument that since women don’t
mind being ‘‘checked-out” by men
neither should men. Don’t be stupid!
A more apt example is imagine yourself, Ms. Mc., being drooled over by
other women. Not too inviting now
is it?
Proof of the fact that gays consider themselves rightfully outside
the public realm of university life

comes

from

within

the

gay

com-

munity itself. Let me ask you this.
Have you ever seen a letter in this

ent Government.

Although

the con-

‘duct of the election itself fell victim
to scandal and dirty tricks, I think
that the biggest crime was the manoeuvering used by friends of Mardiks
and Perez to discredit and eventually
eliminate the one student government representative from my class
who really took his job seriously and
gave a damn about the class that
elected him: Richard Mathias.
As
a
freshman
senator,
Rich
quickly became involved in student

concerns; membership

on four Uni-

versity committees allowed him to
work seriously for his class. As a senator, Rich saw through the transpar-

ent

administration’ of Mardiks

and

Perez—his position gave him the forum to criticize the worthless duo and
offered him a chance to seek change.
In an opinion poll he published, the

freshman
class overwhelmingly repudiated M&P, and as a result of his
efforts to improve SG to where it
could actually work FOR students,
Rich was wrongfully disqualified by
the Election Commission; a group of
revengeful friends of Mardiks and
Perez who felt that personal and political biases were more
important
than fairness.
I read the Viewpoint section of the
March 5 HOYA and was sickened by.
the lies and mis-truths by Mark Shinderman. I saw Rich’s financial statement in the SG office that was submitted to the Election Commission—
and his newsletter WAS included in
his 18.00 dollar campaign expenditures. There was not one campaign
violation;
his
only
“crime”
was
pointing out the ineptness of the
M&P regime and trying to fulfill his
“job effectively.
As this year progressed, it became
clear that SG was not working. Many
of my friends saw Rich’s work asa
new beginning—a fresh start to beneficial student government. Unfortunately, his dedication to his beliefs
cost us, the class of ’85, and the student body as a whole, a well-respected
and successful student representative.
All I can say is that I hope Rich is
not discouraged from working on
student issues. We need people like
him to put things into shape around
here so that Georgetown
Student
Government can at last start working
for US!
Elsie Lewis
SES 85

newspaper written by a gay student
that was not signed ‘Name Withheld”? How can these people argue
to make use of University property
and bring the group out into the
open, when they are too ashamed
even to identify themselves by name?
To us, that is the height of hypocrisy.
This is in contrast to blacks, who
have expressed pride in their heritage.
They didn’t try to hide the fact when
they were fighting for their rights.
Finally, it is so nauseating to see
time and again gays projected as
color-blind. There is a distinct color
line in the gay world. They are no
less, and are arguably actually more,
racist than
the rest of American
society. It is time that gays drop the
facade and admit that they are not

the egalitarians they wish to be projected as. There have been many studies to prove this and neo-Nazi gay
magazines to substantiate the fact.

It is imperative
world

denounce

: part ‘of ‘gays

tie.

that the straight

the

and

efforts

pro-gay

anti-homosexuality

on

the

activists to

with

racism.

The reasons the straights don’t want
the gays to go public on this campus
is to spare both groups an uncomfortable situation and to spare’ the
oldest Catholic university in the country the loss of a tenet of its tradition
and doctrine.
You chose to come here fighting
with us for the pursuit of a fine education in a Catholic environment.
You may choose to leave if you insist
on fighting against us and disturb that
renvironment for the majority.

Sincerely.
Peter Blommer, CAS ‘85
John. Gwynn, SFS ‘85
Chip Sheller, SBA ‘85

Bookstore
Offers Thanks

For Feature
To the Editor,
The management of the University Bookstore wishes to extend a
“Thank You” to the HOYA staff for
the article concerning the Bookstore.
Your article presented the facts thoroughly and accurately.
In the future, if you should need
any information that we could assist
you in obtaining, please do not hesitate to contact us. Our main objective
is service to the University.
Again, thank you for presenting
the “Open Book” on the matter.
Edward J. Runser
Book Department Manager

Gay Opinion on SPGU: They’re Sick

Susan W. Waterman, Editor-In-Chief
Paul Salnikow, Viewpoint Editor
John Reagan, Sports Editor

To the Editor,
I for one am very disgusied with
the so-called ‘elections’ held last
week to select members of the Stud-

To the Editor,
I think it was rather gauche of
you to list the “Most Crushable” of
Georgetown. Besides, who was responsible for inadvertently leaving
my name off the list?
Higher than 11,
MichaelJ. Towle
CAS ’84

Board of Editors

ture for they are unfounded

Mathias Wronged by
Election Commission

Towle Miffed at
List Omission

Another great game . . .!

Bill Latham, News Editor

than life appeal in attracting new
members.
There are several fallacies in your
argument which are seen in most gay
rights literature. First, you state that
you could not “help but draw parallels between your (SPGU’s) activities
and the Ku Klux Klan.” We caution

you to control these urges in the fu-

DiFiore, Louise Hinnant, Kate Morgan.
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To the Editor:
Congratulations to Maureen McLaughlin for her letter about the
SPGU (Sick People of Georgetown).
Blommer, Gwynn, Sheller and all the
rest of those rednecked types with

visioned, little traumas. It is difficult,
I imagine, for the SPGU to see the
similarity between people who hate
others for the color of their skin and
people who hate others because of

their SPGU booth are high on my list

a single-issue conglomeration of who:
ever these clowns could round up in
the Pub to embarrass the Gay People
of Georgetown.
It’s unfortunate,
too, that the
people in SPGU never knew anyone
that was gay or a lesbian. If they had,
even in their drunken stupof, they
would not be any part of the scene in
front of Lauinger. I worked on the
HOYA for two and a half years and
never had any problem with anyone
about my “deviant orientation.” I
‘never kept it a secret, either.
I’m afraid, though, that I must
truly confess some empathy withtheir suggestion about Yates, though,
Maureen. I think with the number of
gays and lesbians that make use of
the facility, we should have our own
day. Several, actually. It comes down
to the perplexing problem of why
gay people take more pride in their
physical health than the SPGU. While

to send to Market Street, Stonewall
or any other neighborhood where the
homosexual population rages against
“Catholic doctrine.”
Let’s see how
these strait super-studs fare against an
equal number of gays or lesbians who
have lost their jobs because of some
dogmatic, church-going reactionary.
I am just as amused as you that
these guys are suddenly concerned
about being checked out; empathizing deeply (I'll bet!) with women
who object to such treatment. These
sensitive young men can be found
any day of the week yelling “go fix
dinner” to the first woman they see
wearing a pro-E.R.A. button. That is,
while they’re on their way to Good
Friday Mass.
Yes, Maureen. I see your point
perfectly. Their social consciousness
never extended past their own dark-

their sexual orientation. The SPGU is

the SPGU

was

being hosed

down

in

front of Lauinger Library, we deviant
sexual offenders (Not in D.C.!) were
getting in shape, or should I say in
better shape?
About a year ago when I was still
Managing Editor of the HOYA, I
remember a particular scene in Yates
I imagine you’ll appreciate, Maureen.
I was in the sauna at Yates when I

overheard the following conversation:
“I read in the Post the other day
that almost half of the guys in this
city are gay, can you believe it?”’
“Sure.”
“I don’t know about you, fella,
but I think that’s pretty frightening.
In fact, / think there are a lot of
them on this campus.”
“Yeah, maybe even in this health
club.”
As I fought to hold back a snicker, this big guy in the corner curled
his lip and, giving this clown a look
that would wither Jerry Falwell, said,
“Yeah,
fella, maybe even in this

sauna. I’d shut up ifI were you.”
Geoff Di Rito

CAS '83

Angst/ John T. Clark

Variations on a Theme
VARIATIONS ON A THEME \
Side One: I. Allegro Vivace

a

II. Adagio
Side Two: III. Scherzo Macabre
IV. Presto Vivace

For its part, The Church of Rome
stresses a holistic approach to that
which is the bread of life: the family.
Solid life-giving intrapersonal relationships go above and beyond the
grave. Perhaps we can bring new
meaning into the Lenten season by
renewing

I. Allegro Vivace: un poco sostunento: “Zut y Donnerwetter’’
What is inside me?
It is caged here inside me.
A flea bitten bloody infection of
the throat?
Cankerous rot, Herpes Simplex’
One in my throat?
I’m not a discharge
I’m not a matter of mere protein.
I shall consider myself more than
a miserable squirrel.
I am not an animal.

our personal

commitments

to family, occupation and community—the staff of life which fires our
loins to greater depths and mysteries.
And now, may the grave of God
dwell internally within your pus-infected temples of the Holy Spirit.
Protestant - Christian Fellowship invites . loving
participation
in the
Blood of Christ, potato chips and refreshments after weekly group-discussions to be taken as a diuretic.

rent danger. It is a scientific fact. It
is a disease. It is avoidable. Let a start
be made. And then exercise your
perception of it on work that has
more to tell you than mine has. See
how respectable Beethoven is; and by
what right any wall in museum, gallery or home presumes to weara Cezanne; and by what idiocy Blake or
work even of such intention as mine
is ever published and sold. I will tell
you a test. It is unfair. It is untrue. It
stacks all the cards. It is out of line
with what the composer intended.
All so much the better.
“Get a radio or a phonograph capable of the most extreme loudness
possible, and sit down to listen to
Beethoven's Seventh Symphony’ OR
TO THE ALBUM “Never Mind The
Bollocks, - Here’s the Sex Pistols.”
“But I don’t mean just sit down to
listen, I mean this: Turn it on as loud
the floor and jam your ear as close
into the loudspeaker as you can get it
and stay there, breathing as lightly as
possible, and not moving, and neither

can

Concentrate

wink

your

eyes

eating

and tilt your

your

There

in

the

will

be

African

no

savannah.

kissing

tonight.

Moonlight romance and dinner? Nay,
I kill for my food. The spiritual food
of body and blood. To be shed for
thee and thine. The sacrificial gdzelle.
Oh . . . Bog, what is inside me? A
testament

to

some

greater

love?

From whence did the bullet that
shredded your tissue find it’s inertia,
but in its celestial opposite? Did society pull the trigger? Can “questioning authority,” marching on the Pentagon, or a third world. revolution

effect

significant

reductions

in the

gross sum total of Weltschmertz? Can
responsible
journalism
make - the
world a better place?
Recent

sociological

studies

have

proven that class-oriented struggles
create
internal,
ergo
centrifugal,
bonding of the said sub-socio groups,
a.k.a. niches. Correspondingly, recent
, data yields the following:
All forms of the human religious
experience:
a) Reinforce norms
b) Alleviate anxiety and tension

nor

smoking

nor

everything you

hearing

and

into

can into

your

body.

II.

Adagio-y-Presto!: Excerpt from
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men—
James Agee.
“Every fury on earth has been absorbed in the time, as art, or as religion, or as authority in one form or
another. The deadliest blow the enemy of the soul can strike is to do
fury honor. Swift, Blake, Beethoven,
Christ, Joyce, Kafka, name me one
who has not been thus castrated. Official acceptance is the one unmistakable symptom
that salvation is
beaten again, and is the one surest
sign of fatal mistolersianding, and is
the kiss of Judas.

“Really it should be possible to
hope

that

this

be recognized

as so,

and murderous

to all equilibrium in

human life as human life is; and
nothing can equal the rape it does on
all that 'death; nothing except anything, anthing in existence or dream,
perceived anywhere remotely toward
its true dimension.”
“Beethoven ‘said a thing as rash
and noble as the best of his work. Ry
my memory, he said: ‘He who understands my music can never know unhappiness again.’ I believe it. And 1
would be a liar and a coward and one
of your safe world ifI should fear to
say the same words of my best perception, and of my best intention.
,. ‘Performance, in which the whole
fate © and
terror rests, is another
matter.”
y

Great Expectations/ Larry Needle

Skating on Ice is Twice as Nice
Indianapolis—Somebody
had
to
do it. Sports Illustrated devoted not
a single article to the National Figure
Skating Championships held recently
in Indianapolis. The Washington Post
coverage was skimpy. But The Hoya,
like any good newspaper, wanted the
real scoop. Unknowingly, The Hoya
editors sent me to cover the competition in an official capacity.
In order to dispel your curiosity,
‘neither I nor anyone in my family
skates or has the intention of doing
so. Admittedly, there aren’t many
skating rinks in South Carolina. Let
me assure you, however, that even
the Southerner can skate vicariously.
What you may or may not already
know is that ‘mighty mite” Scott
Hamilton won the men’s competition
and the brother-and-sister team of
Peter and Catlyn Carruthers captured
the pairs’. Moreover, the effervescent
Judy Blumberg and Michael Siebert
took ‘the ever popular ice dancing
championship, while unheralded Rosalyn Summers won the ladies’ event.
Although American Skating World,
. “the official newpaper of the American ice skating community, ‘“pro~ claimed beforehand that who would
win was anyone’s guess, the results,
except for the ladies, were anything
but
unpredictable.
The
subjective
method of judging in figure skating is
much like that in boxing. Simply put,
the champion isn’t dethroned unless
he is convincingly beaten.

Elaine

Zayak,

for example, was

the reigning US figure skating queen.
She has a reputation for doing triple
toe loops and triple salchows as if
they -were ‘“‘gimme” jumps. During
the women’s competition, however,
Zayak couldn’t stand on her own
two skates. She finished most of her
jumps squarely on her rump. Miraculously, the judges still awarded her
third palce and a spot on the world
team. While the marks for technical
merit were mediocre for Zayak, her
“stylistic” points more than made up
for it. Elaine, I presume, falls with
style.
Visibly shaken after her dismal

performance, Zayak was in no mood
for

interviews.

In not

granting

one,

You always hate
theone you love....

so great!
DALLAS!

drinking.

You won’t hear it nicely. If it hurts
you, be glad of it. As near as you will
ever get, you dare inside the music,
not only inside it, you are it; your
body is no longer your shape and
substance, it is the shape and substance of the music.
Is what you hear pretty? or beautiful? or legal? or acceptable in polite
or any other society? It is beyond
any calculation savage and dangerous

blind. Hide felled on all fours like a
gazelle

What®
a]
Texas

as you can get it. Then get down on

Hate . . . hate ..., made in the
night to thee. Your carcass held beneath me. I feel as though I had
ought to christen your loving countenance with a ceramic tree planter.
Thou shalt not taunt a hunter. You
head, but somebody’s gonna get it.
* Shot legally from behind the love

/

and as a mortal and inevitably recur-

however, she managed
to commit
one of the mortal sins of figure skating. Alas, she refused to talk to Dick
Button. Now for those of you who
know anything about the sport, you
are aware that trying to avoid Mr.
Figure Skating is like trying to avoid
Dr. Baker if you’re pre-med. In the
long run, it just can’t be done. After
the
‘Exhibition
of
Champions,”
therefore, presumably after a dressing down by her coach, Zayak made
a special effort to go over and hug
Mr. Button.
Most people don’t realize what a
dangerous sport figure skating really
is. Sure, you may say, any sport performed to music can’t be all that

success are usually the most emotionally unprepared to deal with it.
Hence,
Zayak,
the figure skating
queen at 15, loses her confidence at
16. And one girl aged 12 whom I vividly recall, after falling on her first
two jumps, began to cry only to be
exhorted by, her coach not to despair.
While expressive on the ice, it is indeed ironic that so many figure skaters are rather inarticulate off the ice,
One gets the impression that they are
at once the most sheltered and elegant of athletes.
Although
Indianapolis
closes
down on Sundays and the airport
closes spontaneously if there is anything over four inches of snow, I
managed to withstand those minor
inconveniences. That’s all part of the
job of a roving reporter. I'm simply
waiting patiently for a reimbursement of my travel expenses. Just ask
Charles Kuralt, taking it “on the
road” is rather costly.

Skimming
through
the
recent”
issues of this erstwhile newsweekly, I
have noticed a series of columns
claiming that one home town is
better than someone else’s homestead. L.A. is the place to be, héralds
Robert
“Shred”
Krueger.
Alas,
you're all wrong, writes Tim Hunt.
Ah, New York, New York is Ameri‘ca’s citadel of civilization. And last
week’s salvo extolled the virtues of
that vague area known simply as
“Northern
California”
(does
that
mean everything north of L.A? 1
don’t know). So it goes. And to put
my two, cents into this controversy,
where do I think the symbol of Modern America really is? Is it L.A.? New
York? Boston? Asbury Park? Silver
Spring? Nope.
Dallas, Texas.
That’s right. Dallas with a Big D.
The buckle of the booming Sun Belt,
this proud metropolis has made its
mark as the “Third Coast’’ of American culture and business activity.

Who

needs

the

it’s a controlled, planned expansion.
You won’t see 65-story office. buildings going up in the suburbs. lik
Houston. What you will find is'a ci
that
works
best
when
everyone.
works together. So far, that: truism’
has done just fine.
]
To a newcomer, D-FW- ‘takes
little getting used to. There are no
;
hand in hand with the Farmer’s Marsubways
in town, only freeways =~ ;
ket and the Mesquite Rodeo.
where 55 is more a suggestion thana
Whether it’s dinner at the Pyramid ‘law. Summer means hot, and plenty
o
Room of the Fairmont Hotel with
of it. But where anything that’s
drinks at the top of the 600-foot geoindoors is air-conditioned, and pools
4
desic-domed Reunion Tower, or bar- ;are plentiful, 100+ is livable. The
i
becue beef at Sonny Bryan’s (where largest city in America without a navpickups line up next to BMWs in purigable waterway nearby, beach life a
suit of the best BBQ this side of Nirla Malibu or Jones Beach is an anom-_
vana), Metropolitan Dallas is a city of
aly to most Dallasites. So, in place of
sand and surf, most locals head out
to one of a dozen freshwater reser-

John Reagan

voirs within an hour’s drive. An out-

But Seriously, Folks!

decay of the South

Bronx or the pseudo realism of Venice? Who needs the trash-filled streets

of Brooklyn and the billboard decay
of the Sunset Strip? Who needs high
unemployment and high taxes and
high crime and nothing to show for
it? Not me. And not a lot of other
people, either.
Hailing" from Massachusetts myself, 15 years in Dallas has not dispelled the notion of my being a
“Yankee.” Of course, here in Hoya-'
land, I'm “J. R. from Dallas.” No
matter. Life in Dallas and environs
isn’t what Lorimar Productions and
the Lone Star Cafe would have you
believe. Cows don’t graze on the
streets, not everyone drives a Cadillac
with steer horns on the end, and
smart-ass

Dallas (pop. 910,000), Fort Worth
(pop. 375,000) and a host of suburban
cities team up to form what is commonly
known as the Metroplex—
three million strong and with room
to grow. It’s a city of towering glass
skyscrapers and spacious, green city
parks and an airport bigger than all
of Manhattan. Where the Civic Opera
or the world-renowned Symphony go

oilmen

swindling

poor

people are not the order of the day.
Let me enlighten you stereotyping
disbelievers with what Dallas is really
like.

Rostrum/ Laurie Lamon CAS 82

contrasts. It’s the Kimbell Art Museum
in Fort Worth or Six Flags

Amusement

Park

in’ Arlington.

It’ S

carnivals in Little Mexico and the
nightlife along Greenville Avenue.
Pee-wee. soccer and Dallas Cowboy
football in the luxurious Texas Stadium. (After all, they don’t call them
“America’s Team” for nothing, now,
do
they?)
Neiman-Marcus
and
Trader’s Village: Chile or pate, scallops or sopaipillas— take your pick.
There’s more, however, to my
adopted hometown than P.R. talk.
It’s the spirit of the city. Unlike the
West or East Coast faithful, DallasFort Worth is a unique collection of
1980’s Middle America. Those who
have flocked to the area from depressed locales like Flint, Michigan
or Newark, N.J. will tell you right
away—Texas may be the last place
left for the pursuit of the American
Dream. Dallas is a boom town, but

doors-minded

city,

boating

and

summer recreation is always “in” in
Dallas.
Then there are more subtle things. ;

Terms

like

“welfare”

and “union”

don’t sit well there. Perhaps it’s tha

spirit of individualism in Texas, that
belief that a government/governs best
when it governs least. Jobs flourish
because of, not in spite of, a spirit of
cooperation Californians have long
forgotten amidst the petty politics

in

Sacramento.

And

while

“Demo-

crat’’ may not mean the same in Austin as it does. in Albany, Texas politics has a flavor all its own—a flavor
that gets the job done.
I could go on about Willie od
Waylon, or Spring Break on Padre

Island, or even about

the awesome

natural wonders just hours from the
© city. But I'll leave that for you to discover. So ends my: little contribution
to “Travel
the
U.S.A.
with the
HOYA.” Who knows, next weeks

piece
County,

could
New

be

titled:

Jersey:

Earth.”

“Bergen

Heaven

|

on

hit

{

The SPGU: Warped Machismo Lives on Campus
treacherous. But as I watched the
pairs at the Market Square Arena,I

couldn’t

help

wondering

if I were

really down the street at the Indianapolis speedway. Assuredly, there are
as many crashes. During one performance, the male lifted his partner
high over his head only to drop her

and cause the two of them to come
crashing ignominously to the floor.
Another male threw his companion
. clear into the judges’ box, a trick

hardly

designed

to win

them

over.

Let’s face it. Women have it rough in
this sport. And they have the black
and blue marks to prove it.
Skaters literally devote their lives
to the sport. And so do their parents.
Like gymnasts, skaters begin at a
young age and may spend up to six
to eight hours daily on the ice prior
to a competition: Expenses are enormous. Ice time alone can run up to,
$100 an hour. I read of parents who
sold their home and moved into a
trailer just to be able to afford the
coaching and ice expenditures. The
mother even sewed all of the elaborate costumes herself.
Few sports are as beautiful to
watch as figure skating. It combines
the best of dancing, gymnastics, and
acting. Yet at the same time, perhaps
because of its required discipline, it is
very much a lonely sport. Those who
start so young and achieve such early

The following

is an extended

let-

ter to the Editor.
To the Editor:
A week ago Friday the GU populace was treated to a sublimely repulsive sight: a group of track-suited,
beer-swilling young men (?) who proclaimed themselves to be the SPGU,
Straight
People
of
Georgetown.
These virile males claimed to repre-

sent the entire heterosexual student
population of Georgetown
with a
liberal-arts attitude of de-gendering
all homosexuals so that ‘‘we’ won’t
have to worry about them anymore.
As a straight person of Georgetown,
let me say that I have absolutely
nothing
to
do
with
this group
(SPGU) and I hope there are many
more students who refuse to accept
their beliefs.
The HOYA published in its March
5 issue an article by a young man
who has an alarmingly Freudian fear
of being raped in the men’s shower
room at Yates. He says he now understands “how women feel” about
sexual harassment. Even though this
is hardly likely, since he has not been
subjected to the pervasive and constant sexual harassment that every
woman
experiences
just
walking
down

the

street,

why

not respond

to

him with a line that society has fed
to women for the past hundred or so

years: “You may see it as harassment
and not just harmless fun, but you’ll
have to put up with it.” It’s a tragedy
that our society isn’t healthy enough
for sexual harassment to disappear
entirely, but to ask for a double
standard for the protection of males
and females from sexual harassment
to exist (the writer of the letter proposed separate hours for homosexu-

als at Yates) shows a distorted view
of the world as well as a disproportionately acute fear of homosexuality.
This dangerously intolerant attitude
towards homosexuals is not
confined to a few narrow-minded
youngsters, however. Recently the
president of our university formally
denied the right of the Gay People of
Georgetown to form an organization
operated with campus funding. He
took this stance because homosexuality goes against Catholic doctrine.
Since Georgetown is a Catholic University, it cannot finance such heretcal activities. However, no one sees
his palm shaking with ethical doubt
when he adds up the tuition checks
that every one of the gay students at
Georgetown
send him
biannually.

Guess he doesn’t mind taking money
from homosexuals as
minds giving it to them .
Georgetown’s tuition
highest in the nation

much as he
. .
is one of the
because the

University has virtually no endowWhen I chose to attend a Catholic i
ment and the development campaign
university, I accepted” ‘thatthe reli-- |
cannot pick up all the financial slack.
gious element would be prominent:
That
means
that student tuition
be religious services,
|
funds a major part of the University - there would
Jesuits would teach classes, many. |
expenses. If all the students, regardcourses would be given from a classi- ~~
less of national, ‘religious, racial or
cal perspective, and. there would be
sexual affiliation, pay for the University, they should all be represented in . Christmas lights in the courtyard all
through December. I did not-expect
the University. Every one of these
proselytizing (and, saints be praised,
groups should have a right to peacefully organize within its structure. “I didn’t get it) nor did I expect to:
have Catholic morality enforced:
Straight people of Georgetown, as
upon me, by virtue of my support of
well as Gay People ‘of Georgetown,
a Catholic institution. The court’s,
should be able to form a group.
the students’, and Father Healy’s
denial
of GPGU
to organize - at
Georgetown is a denial of the right to
“Guess he (Healy) doesn’t
peacefully represent themselves in a
mind taking money from
system which they support finanhomosexuals as much as he
cially. Georgetown is, -despite the
minds giving it to them ...”
presence of Maguire Hall, a- highly

secular
I would never attempt to unravel
the arcane web of Catholic doctrine
in order to justify the right of any
group to exist at G.U. It seems to me
that Catholic doctrine, like constitutional law. is rigid, though always reinterpretable. The question in this
case is not whether homosexuality is

kosher for Catholics, but whether or
not one Jesuit has a right to dictate
his personal morality to a student
body of over 10,000 diverse individuals._

institution. That

it partici-

pates in the outside world is one of
its greatest assets. It should not condone or condemn any faction within
its walls by denying it the right to.
organize. The opportunity to express

all opinions

is fundamental to the

health and survival of any institution,
religious or otherwise. If Georgetown
does not want to become a victim of
the stultifying swing the country is
taking in denying basic human rights, =
it must reconsider its attitude foward
GPGU.

|
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There is a campus full of peace
and quiet, and an entire city full of
marvelous opportunities which too
many: of us never leave our books
long enough to appreciate. There’s a
cobblestoned town of alley-ways and
historic landmarks and picture-perfect homes that any guidebook could
describe as ‘‘charming’ or ‘‘quaint.”
There are even marked walking tours
of sights you probably never knew
existed in Georgetown.

departed

You want culture? Just try topping
the Kennedy Center, Warner Theatre,
and the Smithsonian combined. All
of them become even nicer too when
you get the benefits of student discounts without the worries of your
8:15 Calc class the next morning.
A little leisure time recreation,
perhaps? Have you forgotten Yates?
Running, biking or walking along the
‘now-green towpath? For goodness
sake, we have a whole river right beneath our noses! And the frisbee/
games on Healy lawn are infinitely
better without having to step over as-

Spar
Ribs

THE ARMY NURSE CORPS OFFERS
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES:
Professional growth through a variety of new and hallenging
_ clinical experiences.
-A chance to continue your education on a post-graduate level.

“sorted dogs
" bodies.

How

Full-time professional patient care.
.The prestige and responsibility of being a commissioned officer.

-Assignments or Travel both in the US.and overseas. The Army
will make every effort to give you the assignment you want.
.Excellent pay and benefits.
Periodic pay raises as your seniority and rank increase.

If you are a student nurse, or already have a BSN, contact the
Army Nurse Corps today to see if you qualify.

ARMY NURSE CORES
BE ALL YOU
BE.
For more information, write:
The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting

Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
Name
Apt.

Age
CASS/NERRC

This looks like the right bus. Tim
is calling out the names of our group
members, so I must be in the proper
place. Things are livening up a bit.
People are talking to each other and
slowly emerging from sleep.
6 March (10 a.m.)

After

a

few

hours

of

tortuous

tanning

the monuments

at

night? I'll admit the skyline may be a
touch smoggier than the palm-lined
horizon of Puerto Rico, but, seen
close up, the Washington, Lincoln,
Iwo Jima, and friends are darned impressive. There is a certain charm in
the Hoya Inn, too, or 4 a.m. pizza at
the Georgetown Cafe. And you cer-tianly can’t top Sky King for local
color. We've even got a trolley. Take
that, Puerto Vallarta!
Just being on campus without actually going to school is an experience in itself. CBS filmed the pilot
for Capitol (a new prime time soap)
on Healy steps; Ionesco came to
speak at Gaston;and at 12:00 Friday
afternoon,
there was one solitary
soul in line at Riggs. The tellers were
actually smiling!
So, take your rosy cheeks and:
your sandy’ topsiders. I'll ignore your
gloating and the gleam of your pearly
whites amid your sun-bronzed faces.
I’ll sit quietly as you spend the week
recounting your sunny exploits and
pleasantly recall my Spring Break in
Copley.

7 March (before bed)
Our first full day at the Hindman
Settlement School in Knott County,
Kentucky has drawn to a close. Waking up at 8:30, we found the ground
blanketed with snow. Needless to
say, we did not work on the nature
trail. For the first Sunday in ages,

I had a whole afternoon to enjoy the
New

York

Times.

Did I have a copy?

Of course not. C’est la vie.
At five o’clock, Kristina Campbell, assistant director of the settlement school, welcomed us. She took
us for a tour of the campus, which is
beautiful.
Tim and I are staying in the May
Stone building in the center of campus. We’re in what was a dormitory
when
the
settlement
school had
boarding students. Staying in the
same area are Gary, an art teacher,
‘and John, a music teacher. They are
members of the settlement school
staff and teach in the local elementary schools. Knott County cannot
afford art and music education, so
the settlement school provides it.
8 March (before bed)
It was still too wet to work on the
trail, so we spent the day getting ac‘quainted with the area. Hugette, Liz,

and I went over to the weaving building.

‘There

we

met

Katherine

who

a

music

store,

a

restaurant,

some general stores, the county offices and two funeral homes. (Why a
town of nine hundred people needs
two funeral homes is a mystery.)
Ray Slone, a math teacher in the
Central High School is a talented
bluegrass artist who entertained us
with his banjo. We met Jim Phelps,
an extension agent for the 4-H, who
works with the local people, directs
the 4-H, teaches rifle safety, and is
working for the Gingerbread Festival-Knott
County’s
annual
fair.
Clarence Francis, the drugstore proprieter, took to us quickly since Tim
probably
bought more milkshakes
today than the rest of Knott County
combined.
:

" Over dinner we talked about what
we had seen. What impressed us the
most was the friendliness with which
everyone greeted us. It is a bit ironic

that of all the U.S., Appalachia—not
Boston, New

York, L.A., or Washing-

ton—captures best the essence of the
famed cafes of Paris. Appalachia is
richly blessed with that open, inviting atmosphere which makes one feel
.at home for an hour or so.
9 March (before bed)
Rising in the early hours of the
,morning, we set out with Kristina to
visit a coal mine. At South East Coal
Co., we were given a brief orientation
and prepared to venture through the
mouth of the mountain. We were
quite a sight in our miners’ outfits—
complete with boots, hardhats, and

lights. Nothing

quite fit, prompting

Liz to remark that “When Margaret
Thatcher visited a- coal mine, I bet
she got wellingtons (the boots) that
fit!”
The mine was a mile-long tunnel
whose height varied from four to six
feet.
Veldon ' Fields,
our
guide,
showed us how coal is removed from
the mountain by a “miner”: a large
machine whose rows of steel bits
scrape into the walls. The debris is
then taken by conveyer belts which
carry it off to processing. The black
coal trucks are ominous vehicles that
seem the very symbol of the econom-

13 March (6:30 a.m.)
I’m back on the bus again, trying
to read the same book I’ve been agonizing with all week.
Yesterday we cleared weeds from
a hill behind the May Stone Building.
Mike Mullins, the director, is hoping
to turn the spot into a garden. We
hacked and hoed, uncovering a stone
wall everyone had forgotten about.
In the evening, we drove out to Alice
Lloyd College where Kristina went to
school. The old buildings are a rustic
blend of wood and stone. No sooner
had we entered the old science building than we saw a poster from good
old GU. Can one never escapg?
Dinner was at a nearby pizza restaurant, and then Kristina bade us
farewell.
The bus arrived at 5:15 this morning. Now, back to the Hilltop.

14 March (8 p.m.)
Is there life after Appalachia?
Everyone’s returning from vacation,
telling of the week’s adventures. I
talk about Kentucky to anyone who
will listen. It was a great week for
me—one of the best this year.

¢
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‘store,
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Healy Circle before dawn. John
Carroll S.J. watches us board the Appalachia
buses.
Everyone
is half
asleep, so there is little conversation.
If we are an enthusiastic group, it is

Tuesday, March 30 9:30 p.m.
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Staff Writer

twisting and turning, a jolt awakens
me from my sleepy fog. My neck
vehemently
protests the acrobatic
routine to which it has been subjected. Looking out the window, I notice
the mountains—proud, strong, commanding attention. They’re not just
there; they dominate. All around, the
eye sees an endless chain of mountains.

——

BSN NURSES:
JOIN A
PROFESSIONAL TEAM

HOYA

for fairer skies.

ic oppression of the Appalachian
people. Years ago, illiterate farmers
were tricked into signing away forever their rights to the “black gold”
which fills the region’s hills: This coal
is extracted by strip mining, a phenomenon
whose disastrous effects
are only now coming to light. Seeing
whole
mountaintops
shaved
bald
stirred
in me
a fierce antipathy
against this way of “ruining tomorrow today.”
10 March (11:30 p.m.)
We devoted today to the nature
trail, our official project for the
week. We cut a trail through the
mountain woods behind the settlement school. Lunch was a picnic
atop this mountain, from which the
view is breathtaking.
11 March (before bed)
Ray Slone has a group of stiidents
who are learning Kentucky bluegrass
music. We marched over to Knott
County High to hear them practice.
A fire in his store this morning prevented Ray from attending, but his
students performed undaunted—play- |
ing for us the ‘Beverly Hillbillies”
song. Later in the day we went to
Ray’s store to see if we could be of
any help. The fire hit only the basement so Ray played the fiddle and
dulcimer for us.
!

=

So what if I didn’t go to the Bahamas? So what if the sands of Miami never saw my embarrassing white
toes? So what if my cheeks are not
even tinged by the winds of Aspen?
So what if I am—do I dare say it—
Untanned?
Sure, it’s going to be uncomfortble for a while, but I'll manage
somehow. It happens to the best of
us, I'm told. Jamaica was just an impossible
dream
this
spring, and
Aruba never even figured in my plans
—or my budget. The alternative? You
got it—Spring Break in Copley.
Georgetown sans classes has an aw-

fans have

teaches tapestry-making in the high
school and loom weaving to the
adults in the community.
In the afternoon, we went “downtown” —a block-long group of stores.
There’s not
much to see: a drug

Ry

Staff Writer

' showed us how the looms work. She

by Peter Winkler

Eo]

HOYA

tt

ful lot going for it. Granted, there’sno
crashing surf. No exotic rum drinks
with colors not found in nature and
darling little paper umbrellas. No
dancing until dawn beneath the clear
stars of a balmy tropical sky.

Rr

by Debora Spar

E

My OI’ Kentucky Diary

OR

. Supplant Florida Sunshine

You want shopping? Block for
block, Wisconsin just about beats
them all, in both numbers and ambience. You want to party? Bar by bar,
M Street’s pretty incomparable, especially when you actually get to see
the game at Houlihans after all the
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an questions. We met Charlie, a selfproclaimed ‘“bum’ who has carried
his backpack across 46 states. He
stayed with us for a few days, before
moving on. Later that day, we visited
the Tollers, who had raised eleven

being

criti-

with

Bouncing

and

twisting

along

the

dirt roads,
we passed
tin-roofed
shacks, mobile
homes, abandoned
schoolbuses turned into homes, a

drop

out of school at 16, with the

equivalent of a fifth-grade education,
and earn an average of $4,500 a year.
And less than one percent are Catholic.
What
could
nine
unskilled
Georgetown students do here in a
week?
3
The initial frustration’ of ‘helpless-

RA

ry

néss and anticipation of being treated”

IN APPALACHIA
BREAK
SPRING

the lists of college

“who had visited.

volunteers

:

.

‘During the week, we split into
three groups, and two went with
Kevin or Walt while the other stayed
behind to clean up and prepare dinner. One group helped a family clear
underbrush in exchange fora horseback ride, while another helped a
family fix up their house and yard,
to prepare for an inspection by the

as intrudeérs ‘wore off “quickly.” We’

socidl ‘service bureau, which had’ taken’ ‘their childrén away until‘iniprove:

offen put aside work in favor of visit-ing—driving miles along rutted and
winding roads to meet people and
hear their stories. Long stories, long
drives, and long periods of time spent
waiting for the truck to start became
part of the routine. A local volunteer
who visited the farm for a day compared the use of time in the mountains to the city. “With all the differ-

ments were made.- We met Bobby
Gilham, whose Glenmary house had
recently
been completed. The remains of her old house— a truckload
of wood and another of tile and plaster, sat in the front yard ready for us
to haul it away.
A large pan of buscuits, a dish of
potato salad and one of macaroni
and cheese waited for us when we re-

fv

TE

Left to right Kathy & Walt, Glenmary Staff; Mia Jaeckels, Caroline Romero,
Joan Pierce, Steve Sauer.

among

ism is high, the risk of contracting tuberculosis is ten times the norm. Kids
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to life stories. Joan spoke of the un-pretentious dress and manner that
comes from working with the land;
Mike Jaekels (SLL ’85) of the people
who
adapted
to difficult circumstances calmly, just as Tripod had.I
thought of the fire that nearly always.
burned in the farmhouse, and of how
often’ having less leads to giving

exchange
of whatever both sides had
to offer.
’
.
That night we shared our images
of the week. Steve thought of all the
welcoming hands; Caroline. Romero
(GUNS ’84) of open doors and ‘ac-

figures,

watercolors

menting

that

someone

else

of the

»
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Center

5A

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Zurich, Switzerland

good story to tell.”

self to paint. “Some people go to
school for years to .learn what I

David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

taught © myself”
he
commented,
‘“everybody’s got talent for something, you just have to find it and

keepatit.’>

ame

We crowded into a tiny room with
paintings covering the walls, and the
brothers’ fiddling and guitar playing
evolved into a jam session, with Greg
Rokoske
(CAS
’85)
borrowing
Noah’s fiddle to play some Beatles,
joined by Walt, Joan Pearce (GUNS
’84) and Steve Sauer (CAS ’83) on

guitar.

Remembering

mi : ssing.
© 1982 UNIVERSAL
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Crossroads,
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Silver

for us, I realized that distinctions between who gave help and who accepted it had blurred into a mutual
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IS THERE A BOTTLENECK
~ INYOUR LIFE?
TRY

might

new LSAT S-K’s policy on|
transferring among our many
locations, call today:

800-345-3033

government approval.
See your travel agent. In NYC call 757-8585. Elsewhere call 800/555-1212 for the toll free
Icelandair number in your area.

i

of passion and a hell of a

~

need them more than she.
On Wednesday night, dozens of
area children piled out of the vans
for the weekly Farm Night: games,

Don’t miss this opportunity

Icelandair from New York to Luxembourg. Luxair or Crossair connecting service
to other destinations.
8 Confirmed reservation. ® Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
B® Bargain Stopover Tours of Iceland and Luxembourg. ® Bargain car
rentals. ® Purchase tickets in U.S. ® ‘All fares subject to change and

i

more.

‘Missing’ has just those qualities
that audiences have been craving
from the movies -a sense

of our grandmothers, greeted us at
the door with a gentle handshake and
told us about applying for foodstamps, but she refused them, com-

to learn the structuring of the

A
I
WW

old

puppet dances as Charlie fiddles.

, average of $4,500 a year.”

* Finest teaching staff available
© 36-40 hrs. of classroom instruction
© An additional 30-40 hrs. of convenient
at-home tape preparation for LSAT and
GMAT review sessions.

All Apex Fares: April 1 - May 14, 1982, 7-90 day stay (7-60 days Luxembourg). Stopovers permitted in both directions. 14 day advance purchase
required. Seats limited. Ask about our low cost Normal, Same Day, and
Group fares, too.
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education, and earn
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“Alcoholism is high, the
risk of tuberculosis is ten
times the norm. Kids
drop out at 16 with the
equivalent of a fifth-grade

INTRODUCTORY SEMINARS
Tuesday, March 23
Washington Marriott

— FRANKFURT—

Come

hand-built stone house with a car’
window built into one wall. Irene, a
polio victim and a recent widow,
played us her favorite bluegrass tapes
and laughed with us at the antics of
her baby granddaughter.
Edith, a
softspoken woman who reminded us

LSAT - GMAT
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‘449 499
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hope

farm and fanciful jungle animals,
hand-woven baskets. Charlie told us
about selling his first basket for a
pound of butter, and teaching him-

poorest

Alcohol-

change

life-size

of the poorest regions in the tenthnation.

only

Thursday night, we were guests of
the local square dance class. The call- .
er cheered ‘us (even our blunders),
ceptance of people as they are; Greg
and. after awhile we melted into the
(CAS ’82) of music, from fiddles and,
crowd, with their help. Friday we
guitars to the rhythms of the land;
leatned more about Appalachian culJohn Kiss of the ears which listened
ture with a visit to Charlie and
Noah, two brothers whose farm is a
living museum of Appalachian fold
art: a hand-made banjo, clay puppets
propelled by. a foot pump, carved

mary volunteers helped them build a
tidy log house. We passed around the
family album and signed the guest
books Mrs. Toller had kept for years,
occasionally finding a name we knew

state in the

“...the

patterns...”

COURTESY

“simplicity, relaxation and sharing,”
and’
the
work
we
accomplished
would
become
secondary
to the
people we ‘met and the community
we built. By the end of the week,
these goals had become reality, even
for a group of Georgeotwn students
for © whom
achievement
is often
marked by the amount of work accomplished in the shortest period of
time.
Lewis County, Kentucky is one of

tation, ‘substandard education, and
inadequate health care.
:

more

PHOTO

realization that we would not shower
for a week. Kevin and Walt told us
the rules and routine of the farm.
The main goals that week would be

the old patterns of economic exploi-

the children, so that they
might learn to expect

hour drive, Tripod, the farm’s threefooted dog, greeted us, along with
our hosts Kevin and Walt, two Glenmary Mission volunteers. We were
unsure of our lot—especially after the
first trip to the outhouse and the

“...the work we accomplished (was) secondary
to the people we met and
the community we built.”

to influence the children, so that
they might learn to expect more than

IN APPALACHIA

who

friendly

BREAK

for

“those Catholic boys down at the
farm.” Her reply to them, she said,
was that “we all believe in the same
God.”

children in a one-room house which
they converted to a shed, after Glen-

ten-

her

SPRING

handshakes

COURTESY

with
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Appalachia

giving rather than one-sided charity.
Sunday at the local mission par-

PHOTO

untwisted : ourselves

in

a hot dog dinner, and a sing-along.
After their beans and hot dogs, most
refused a piece of pie for themselves,
but took home pieces for their parents. We drove Bobby’s sons home,
careening along the foggy mountain
roads listening to John Denver tapes.
I thought of what Charlie had said

turned from hauling the wood. Bob.by ‘told us what her life with five
sons and a husband had been like before, hauling water for 20 hogs, filling the wringer washer, and being
“born again.” She mentioned revivals

=

To put on a skirt and a watch, and
hear the click of my pumps running
for the Metro is disorienting after a
week in Appalachia. I woke Monday
morning half expecting to follow the
farm routine: climb into yesterday’s
muddy jeans, wash up in the morning
air, help cook breakfast for 13, and
sit at the table telling jokes until it’s
time for the day’s round of work and
visiting.
.
Nine of us from Georgetown piled
out of the van in Vanceburg, Kentucky on Saturday afternoon. As we

kinds of entertainment in the
you have plenty of things to ocyour time. Here, you don’t, so
focus on the people.” After a
days, we learned that “service”

O
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by Monica Hauck
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Appalachian Poverty Begets Prodigal Charity

®

Saint Louis University’s
| Academic Year in Madrid
Designed for the concerned student who may not be financially
affluent, the one who demands seriousness in education.

Enjoy the Theaters, Museums, & Cultural Life
of the Spanish Capital

QUALITY INSTRUCTION AT ECONOMY
ACCOUNTING
ART
3
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ECONOMICS
FRENCH
PHILOSOPHY

FOREIGN SCIENCE *
HISTORY.
LANGUAGE
LITERATURE

PRICES

IN:

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
“ THEOLOGY
-

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Our Center is located in the Ciudad Universitaria. Staff is recruited from three
local universities. Trans-Atlantic Flights: $2 0 0Accredible courses taught in Spanish,
personal direction, educational travel. Year's Tuition: $3700. 3 - hundred students
currently enrolled. ‘Maintenance in family or dormitory runs from $275 to $325
per month according to degree of comfort.

An

ever-increasing

attendance.

Information:

number

of

Spanish

Raymond L. Sullivant, S. J.
Calle de la Vida, 3
Madrid 3, Spain

students

in

oN

~
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— Advertisement —

Annually, Georgetown University
is asked to exercise its proxy at the stockholders’
meetings of corporations in which the University has an investment. In order to advise
the University in this matter, the Board of Directors established the University Committee on Investments and Social Responsibility. Anyone wishing to express an opinion
on voting of the University’s proxies is invited to state their position(s) in a letter
addressed to the Committee, in care of George R. Houston, Jr., Vice President and
Treasurer, Ryan Administration Building, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
20057.
A list of the corporations in which the University held investments, along with the
issues identified by the Investor Responsibility Research Center and the dates of the
annual meeting, are as follows:

CORPORATION

ISSUE

AT&T
|

American Cyanamid
|

DATE

Nuclear weapons production
Political contributions

April 21
|

Drug sales abroad

April 20

Pesticide exports

American Home Products

Drug sales abroad

April 21

Secret ballot
:

i

|

Implement infant formula code

Atlantic Richfield
i)

Disclose Chilean investment
Plant closings

Chase Manhattan

Energy loan program

Citicorp

i

:

Consolidated Edison
byt

May 4
|

- April 20

No loans to South Africa

April 20

No nuclear plants

May 17

Lifeline rates

Du Pont

Nuclear weapons production

May 3

Exxon

Disclose Chilean investment

May 13

General Electric
|

Plant closings
Genetic engineering

April 28

. Nuclear weapons production
Nuclear exports

|

Nuclear weapons

General Motors

Plant closings

May 21

Gulf

No new investment in Angola

May 11

Stop funds to Angolan government
for SWAPO
IBM

support

Withdraw from South Africa

April 26

EEO Report
Lockheed

No trade with Communists

May 11

McDonnell Douglas

Secret Ballot

April 26

Marathon Oil

Corporate takeovers

Merck

Drug sales abroad

Mobil

Overseas investment criteria

|

May 6

April 27
May 6

Corporate takeovers

Monsanto

Economic conversion

April 26

Renewable energy sources

May 26

Pfizer

Drug sales abroad

April 22

Philip Morris

Tobacco sales abroad

April 28

Phillips Petroleum

Get out of uranium business

April 27

RCA

EEO report

May 4

Appoint ombudsman

:

States

Northern

Power

‘Tobacco sales abroad

April 28

No loans to South Africa

May 17

Shearson American Express

No loans to South Africa

withdrawn

Squibb

Drug sales abroad
Comply with Sullivan principles

R. J. Reynolds
|

Sears

2

Get out of uranium business

Standard Oil of California

Superior Oil
Union Carbide

re

=

|

No investment in Namibia
Pesticide exports

April 28
May 4

withdrawn
April 28
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Corcoran Tans Without Lines or Shorts

to stop sitting in
a tan. After the
the

sun

begins

to

warm Washington, you can always
find me lying flat on my back, face
upward, lotion applied, reflector in
place, tanning.
The image placed before us is of a
model with flawless, wrinkleless skin.
Anyone who worked outdoors had
that prunelike, tea-colored quality to

her face, and it was definitely not the
type to emulate. Lily white skin
meant wealth, leisure, high class, and
cartons of Qil of Olay.
But to me. light skin meant no-

“Some
an art.
ability
getting

.

*
.'

=:

PEP RAY.

ground

color. Some

and

haven, the Button, they have gained
dubious distinction. Jim Corcoran

" gRYING ON THE BEACH
ei

up, but that never succeeded, because the slightest bit of moisture
gave ome that striped zebra-like apSearing

hot,

ultra-violet

rays were the only way to go.
Some scoff at the notions
tanning

of timing. An unaware tanner might
let the sun move from the left of the
sky to right without adjustment of
towel, and thereby
lose precious
rays. If a tanner does not turn over at
the ‘right time, one is in danger of
looking
two-toned.
Other
perils
include funny tan lines from misplaced
bathing suits, dehydration,
are random-flying Frisbees in the
vicinity of earnest tanning. Tanners
must also wear white unfailingly to
show off even the slightest hint of
blush.
The sun is already beginning to
warm
Washington,
although some

that

is a sport or an art. But there

are certain rules and talents that
must be brought into play. Tanning
requires patience, and an inborn ability to lie flat, sweating, for many
hours, without getting bored. Tanners must also be continually aware

SCHOOL

snow

is lingering.

ner this makes
lotion is ready
as far back in
Shoe leather or

OF

To

the

serious

tan-

little difference. The
to go, the zinc shoved
the closet as possible.
not, I’m ready to tan.

MEDICINE

The

University

is

located

IN ENGLISH”
in

Santo

OPENINGS.AVAILABLE
“Our school is listed in Vol. 35, No. 4 of the WHO
chronicle published by the World Health Organization.”
More

Information

12820 WHITTIER

tried to get a little

and

Application

UNIVERSITY
DEAN
BLVD.,

SCHOOL

Form

OF

please

write

to:

MEDICINE

OF ADMISSIONS
SUITE 26 * WHITTIER,

CALIF.

of scantily clad escaSneer

would

like

any

information on the mysterious Lura,
the Hoya who did fine impression
of Lady Godiva in the Button. Blushing so heavily, the Sneer was unable
to obtain this free-spirited girl's last

name.
To
show
where
the
Hoyas’
strengths really lie, Ed Ecker, and
Aaron Reed walked (sloshed?) off
with the beer chugging championship. The Sneer congratulates their
performance.
The Sneer luckily was many miles

90602

opted for tanning make-

HOYA

ence to get them out.
:
* The'last year's intramural champs
of 5th Darnall have put together a
softball team for the coming season
called Under the Influence. The

has

hopes

of

setting up a Sneer Network
lots of little Sneers in the
future so no one will be safe.
Sneer loves power, and is

dusting off her spy stuff. Any contributions can be left in the HOYA
office in a sealed envelope in care
of the Sneer. The Sneer loves this
cloak and dagger business.

Jewelry
& Gifts

Something different for people with discriminating taste.

Come discover a world of sheer beauty: Over 200 different
exotic gifts at incredibly low, low prices from $3 to $1,000!
e Carvings from Papua, New Guinea.
:
e Museum quality Tapa cloth wall hangings from Fiji,

'e

Tonga and Samoa.
Beautiful wall hangings from the mountains of the
Philippines.

+ Imported basket lamps custom-designed by the
. Welbecks.
* Antique and Ethnic Baskets all Imported.
5
oe Coral jewelry—blue, gold, red necklaces, bracelets, charms.
e 24 K goldplated leaf earrings— The Maile, Ginko,
Many odd, unusual and one-of-a-kind gifts.
Nothing like these in the whole Washington, D.C. area:
Come, discover “the other Georgetown” and find out
why people are raving about us!

7912 Georgia Avenue

just across the District line
Silver Spring, Md.
Call 589-6244 for parking info
Open: Monday-Saturday 10 am-6 pm

Welbeck's
G.U. Special

_
.

This Coupon Good

for 20% Discount ‘Till March 31.

7912 Georgia Avenue’
Silver Spring, Maryland

20910

presents

PETER NOONE

in Gilbert & Sullivan’s

459-5363 eves & wknds.
Diamonds—} carat retail $2,000.
Sell $650 or best offer: % carat
Appraised $830 Saccifice $380 or
best offer: other certified & commercial diamonds available at 3050% below market. Call INTERNA-

TIONAL DIAMOND SYNDICATE,
INC. 299-8001.
- Need Credit?
Visa-Mastercard.

check. Guaranteed!

No

credit

It's simple, le-

gal. Free details! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope: Creditline, Box 334-T, Rye, NH 03870.

“Chariots

of

the

Gods?’

Alien

spacemen visited ancient civilizations?
Internationally acclaimed
book presents surprising evidence.
Hardcover.
Photographs.
$5.95.
Old Dominion Company. Box 2177.
Reston, VA 22090.”
SUBLET,
June
1-Aug. 30. Furnished BR. A/C, pool, tennis courts.
% mile from Beltway in Annandale,
VA. $188/mo. (negotiable). 5607268 after 6:00.

Four Duke

University Males (non-

smoking) wish to summer sublet
Village A apartment with Potomac
view (2nd or 3rd level). Call collect after 11 p.m. 919-684-7474
Papers Typed by legal secretary
with long experience in editing, typing and proofreading. IBM Selectric
Il, various elements. $1.50 doublespaced page. Mrs. Rhodes, 363-

2553.
APT. TO SUBLET for the summer
(May through August). Modern efficiency (new appliances), secured
building, good location, rent $375
plus electric, phone 659-8134.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
24 Hours MD 984-7431
VA 522-4161 DC 328-6818
Turabian/APA
We do RUSH work

Cherry Tree

Massacre!!!

Sat., March 27, 1982 at 7 p.m.
Gaston Hall. For tickets, see RHO
or call 965-1623.

Georgetown Typing and transcribing available.
0575.

E

1

p.m.-6

p.m.,

IBM Typewriters for Sale— 10 Pitch,

7866.

Two students needed for furn. apt.
on Rock Creek Park semester lease,

20 min. to G.U., trans. at ft. door,
24-hour security, many conveniences, $185 per student, util. incl.
Ms. Wellner, 328-2821.
Help get Pat Gaffney to New Orleans! Only $5. Send to Box 2025,
Loyola. Afterall, “you wouldn't want
to be on Bourbon Street without
him.”
G.U. Right-to-Life presents Assignment Life, Tuesday, March 23, 1982.
Walsh 395 8 p.m. Don’t miss it!
BLANK

337-

AUDIO

Save $$$. We

CASSETTES—

make the highest

quality normal bias tapes available,
equivalent to Scotch, Maxell, BASF.
C45 - $1.45, C60 - $1.65, C90 $2.10. We've been in the business
30 years and know the difference
between quality and frills. If you
+ want a tape for its name, buy it. For
those of you who know it's what's
inside that counts, come to us.
RAWDON
SMITH ASSOCIATES,
2112

Typing, $1.00 per page, doublespaced. Theses, dissertations, resumés on IBM Selectric. Evenings
after 6 p.m. 462-3365.

CHIMES

2.50 for 25 Words or less
Courier; Bold Face 2 Proportional
Space
Executive; long carriage
Elite. Call Mon-Fri, 9-4:30. 524-

18th

St., N.W.

332-1522.

Sat-

isfaction guaranteed. FREE sample
C10 with this ad.
TYPING:

Research

papers,

re-

sumes, letters, etc. Fast, accurate.
Grammar/spelling

expert.

Phone

354-6471.
Come hear the Georgetown Grace
Notes and the Yale Dukesmen (that’s
19 Yale men, ladies!) tonight, 8:30
p.m., in the Healy Program Room.
Admission free.

ACE TYPING SERVICE. 21st and
Pa., NW. Open Mon-Sat. 466-TYPE
or 966-8810 (evening). $1.50 per
double-spaced page.

MATH TUTOR available—Do you
need help with your math? Have
taught at UCLA; Community College, High School. Master's math
plus 25 hours. Jack Marks, 5276290.
Wanted for Summer Sublet, MayAugust: Georgetown apartment, furnished,
double
bed, for young
couple. Responsible, graduate students. Will provide references. Plan
to visit DC in late March. Write: R.
Bardon, 604 Woodside Drive #1,
lowa City, lowa, 52240.

Professional Research, Writing.
From $4/page. Catalog $1. Authors’
Research, #600-C, 407 S. Dearborn,

Chicago, IL 60605.
Alexandria (Old Town Area)—M to
share 1 bdrm and den in highrise
with sauna, exercise room, partyroom, pool, etc. River view, on bus
line, and close to shopping. Minutes to Old Town,
District and
Georgetown. Call 549-2054.

SURPLUS JEEPS $65, CARS $89,
TRUCKS
$100 Similar bargains
available. Call for your directory on
how to purchase. 602-998-0575 Ext.
6825. Call refundable.
See Russia Now For Yourself. “The
Politics of Soviet Education” (PSC
595).
Optional
undergrad/grad
SUNY credit for study tour. April
4-18 from JFK via Air France. $1350
inclusive. Prof. Miles Wolpin, Political Science, SUNY, Potsdam, NY
13676. 315-265-9421, 267-2552,
267-2556.

;
ay
:

- We Accept Mastercard/Visa

JAMES BELUSHI

Get

\

Filigree, etc.

*

JOSEPH PAPP

Private Adoption. Couple seeking
to adopt will pay expenses. Call

with
near
The
also

Welbecks

away from this den of depredation
visiting Princess Grace (simply
Gracie to the Sneer), but the talk of
Monaco was still Corcoran'’s perfor-

Valley wine country and sampled
stock at Robert Mondavi and Domaine Chandon. Alexis’ biggest
query at Chandon was how they got
the cork in the champagne bottle
since it has only been her experi-

and is fully accredited.

CIFAS

the

Kara Swisher took a trip to Napa

Domingo!

Dominican Republic. Our Medical Program is tailored
after the traditional U.S. Model of Medical Education

For

Speaking
pades,

Sneer

mance. Bad news travels too fast
for the Sneer.
Out in hot tub land, San Francisco,
Alexis Wilde, Anne Flahtery, and

* CIFAS UNIVERSITY eo

“CLASSES TAUGHT

was disqualified from the Wet Willy
contest there. For those Hoyas who
are unfamiliar with the rules of the
pageant, the Sneer can only report
that if Mr. Corcoran wore on the
beach trying to tan what he wore for
the contest, he would have no
problems with tan lines.

The

~

and Mike Farrand relaxing (?) after
the trials of editorship on the paper.
Down in Mickey Mouse land,
Florida, it seems the Hoyas have
made their mark. In the heathen

CT

x4

pearance.

things.

with John Reagan, Paul Salnikow,

scoff at the notions that tanning is a sport or
But it does require patience, and an inborn
to lie flat, sweating, for many hours, without
bored.”
'

thing but sickly. Someone with pale
tones and light complexion seemed
as if they spent life in the back of a
closet. I was always drawn to the
models with that touch of color, a
slight sunburn peeling off the nose.
Those had been somewhere tropical
and exciting. Exactly the spot one
should be at any point in life.
So, from the earliest youth, I tried
to tan. When I was young, I deftly
avoided my mother and her white
zinc potion. Besides the possibility of
ruining a good sunburned nose, zinc
is not one of the more attractve nose
attires. Various wide-brimmed hats,
bulky beach coverups, and umbrellas
were thrust at me to shield the sun. I
effected escape as best I could.
In high
school,
tanning
fever
reached new highs. Between classes,
on days with even a hint of sun, we
all dropped our books and ourselves
to the

de Soleil

Sneer saw Liz before Break, and
noted she already had a head start.
The Sneer is bronze with envy.
Hoyas left Friday to all corners of
the globe—Florida, California, Vermont, Wisconsin and M. The Pub on
Thursday night was full as revelers
threw midterms to the wind. The
HOYA staff was well represented

3 AE

shoe leather by the time I’m twenty.

and

up with the Bain

anticipation.
5
The Sneer would like to announce

cosessesenenenasg

I’ve always been warned about the
bad effects I'll reap later in life ifI
continue to bask in the sun. I’m
chided about the damage done by
the sun’s rays, the possibility of skin
cancer, about looking like a piece of

melts,

that it welcomes any contributions
from any Hoyas. While the Sneer is
everywhere, she does miss some

queen of the Hilltop Liz Noyer. The

HOYA Staff Writer

snow

the vacation, and wonders if anyone
caught

by Kara Swisher

Still, I can’t seem
the sun pursuing

girls are now holding tryouts for
male cheerleaders. The Sneer is
dusting off her mitt and cleats in

penzance
A New York Shakespeare Festival Production

National Theatre

1321 E Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 20004

Now thru May 2 Only!
Seats Now at Box Office, Ticketron &

CHARGE-A-TICKET (202) 626-1000
Group Sales (202) 628-5959

Information (202) 628-3393

cenesacnees

Cancer or
Shoe Leather

After a much too short Spring
Break, the Sneer welcomes all tanned Hoyas back. The Sneer hopes
that you all worked hard on you
fledgling cases of skin cancer over

gn

Not to Skin

scons

Tanning Yields

A

i
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Million

ous drama and you'll get a pretty
good idea of what is in store in the
new motion picture Quest for Fire.
Prehistoric man is rather vividly depicted in what turns out to be a surprisingly entertaining and enjoyable
film.
Directed by Jean-Jacques Annaud,
the award-winning French director of
the film Black and White in Color,

seems

at times

a cross between

a seg-

ment of 2001: A Space Odyssey,
with such momentous discoveries as
the first joke in history, the first
blowgun, and, of course, the first use
of the missionary position for sex.
The most impressive part of Quest
is the fact that one is entertained for
nearly
- two hours without a single
word of English being spoken. Anthony
Burgess,
the author
of 4

brings

the

necessary

leadership

and

subtle strength that is necessary, and
he works very well with the love in-

Prehistoric First Love
Chong, of Cheech and Chong fame,
must-see movie but it is well done,
who was only eighteen when Quest
and, if in the right mood, you will
was completed. Her performance is = enjoy it. Of further importance is
perhaps the most memorable of the
that the film be seen, if at all possi-

| SUMMER SESSIONS 1982

VILLANOVA
UNIVERSITY,

| BUSINESS o ENGINEERING ¢ NATURAL SCIENCES
|
SOCIAL SCIENCES
COMPUTER SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS o LANGUAGES © THE ARTS
Wednesday, June 2 to

Thursday, July 1 to
Thursday, August 5

Wednesday, June 30

The two set out on their quest.

EVENING SESSION
Wednesday.

June 2 to

For additional information, cai: (2 1 5) 645-4320

Or, if you prefer fill in the coupon below and mail today.
r

a
g

8
8
ig

8

CL ANAT

a

IVERSITY — Summer Sessions Office

B

If one

)

#

Za

B

rms)

each

of the

charac-

clear

that

each

by Rae Dawn

daughter

of

The HOYA talks with director Jean-Jaques Annaud.

Tommy

of the

Te Ae

: singer, Coal Miner’s Daughter is a
rags-to-riches saga that is wonderfully

3
convey

to

and

heartwarming

who

pushes

her along

the

; ee

Together, the languages and

manage

acted

naud’s

directorial

_ throughout

the

hand

film,

but

road

to

bale; Chel

everyone’s taste.

:
action

is

clear

without

skilled actors (most come to Quest

' * “from the stage and are appearing for

°

to

the core. Tommy Lee Jones also
is excellent as Spacek’s husband,

Sieg oni

What's Your
emographic 1.Q.?

t

the

listens carefully enough,

/

The Kids Are Alright

March

19

:

The Hall of Nations, 8:30.

or mime ever possibly could.
It is the actors though, who manage to mesh everything together. An-

:

8

ies

aa i

ters.

of

finally gives them the secret of 2

fire. She is played

and thought as well as any silent film

8

Name

Sh

Chong,

Morris.

:

Ciysaerzip

thoughts

gestures

Please send me current Summer Bulletin

i SEmmmnm SE6m

What more can be said? The
story of the career ofthe rock

RT

super-group, The Who, as they rise

Coal Miner's Daughter
March

music

LA-6, Med School 8:00
In this film, nominated for
both Best Picture and Best Di‘rector, Sissy Spacek as the title
character won the Best Actress
Award. The life story of Loretta
Lynn,

Country

London

to

take

industry

of

the

Western

superstar
3

China is about one in? (a) 20 (b) 10 (c)5 (d) 3.
2. Of all the human beings who have ever lived on the earth, the
proportion of those who are alive today is about one in?
(@) 100 (b) 50 (c) 25 (d) 10.
3. The largest metropolitan area in the world today is?

(b) Mexico City

(c) Tokyo

(d) Sao Paulo.

4. If you were born during the peak years of the U.S. baby boom
(1957-1961), how many other Americans were born in the
same year as you?
(d) 4 million.

5.The

number of

(a)

1 million

(b) 2 million

(c) 3 million

immigrant

in the

U.S.

today

is?

(c) 5 million, (d) 10 million.
6. Total attendance at the Hoyas’ regular season home basket-:
(@)

1

(b) 3 million

million

ball games

this season was

about?

(a) 57,000

Keep an eye out
“for the funniest movie

about growing up

A}

illegal

a

-ever made!

(b) 78,000

(c) 92,000 (d) 146,000.
7.Which of the following U.S. Universities
degree in demography? (a) Princeton
(c) Beas
(d) Harvard.

offers a gradudic
(b) Georgetown

ANSWERS: 1.(

2.(d) 3.(a—The UN says that the Big Apple tops the
list, but Mexico or iz soon surpass it.) 4. (d) 5. (It depends on whom you
ask. The Census Bureau has estimated 3-6 million; some lobby groups say
that it's at least 10 million.) 6. (146,047; to be exact—the Syracuse game
alone drew nearly 14,000 to the Capital Center.) 7. (We're in good company, since all four have programs that include demography.)

Georgetown offers a one year MA degree Program tailored to individuals interested in careers in government or
in the growing opportunities for demographers working for

business and other private institutions. If you're interested in
learning more about demography at Georgetown, call the
Department of Demography or stop by to learn more apout our

program.
For more information, contact:
Chairperson, Department of Demography
3520 Prospect Street, Phone: 625-4333

the

world.

film as the first fund-raising event
of the year. The show will be followed by a huge party, and beer
and munchies will be available
“throughout. Good film . . . great
music!

1.0f all the people inthe world today, the proportion living in

(a) New York

on

Radio station WROX presents the

J

:

of

out

3

19 and 20

i

|

!

Gc

Villanova, PA 19085

a

and

ore

a

Vv

it

TA aaa ia

;

who

snorts and grunts actually do ‘mean
something; that is, each noise does
have some sort of applicable definition. Special body movements and
gestures, each with their own unique

| Registration Begins Monday, March 22

a

terest in the film, the mysterious Ika 2

Clockwork
Orange,
was hired to
create a special phonetic language
which admirably reflects the ideas

it becomes

Thursday. August 5

is not

Stereo (like at

vs i LU gm Sd

SESSION Ii

for Fire

Dolby

Ein ENT SE

iN

SESSION |

the. Uptown
Theatre),
because
greatly enhances the film’s effect.

OF TWENTIETH

Undergraduate
Courses

ble, in 70mm

screen soon.
Overall, Quest

COURTESY

Graduate and

lot, and hopefully she’ll return to the

CENTURY — FOX

RTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY -FOX

DAY
and EVENING
SESSIONS

~

One

Nh
OO rT

movies

or Caveman done as seri-

+

Imagine

Years B.C.

the first time in a movie) he would
not have been able to maintain interest in what is basically a loose knit
series of adventure stories.
Ron Perlman and Nameer El-Kadi
are fine as the two friends of Naoh,
Amoukar
and Gaw, with Perlman
providing much of the film’s basically comic relief. Everitt McGill, the
“star” of the film, has previously appeared in the movies Yanks and Brubaker, although here, of course, he’s’
almost unrecognizable. As Naoh he

~~

Entertainment Editor

the

life-giving force.
Along the way they meet Ika, a
member of the Wagabou tribe, who
they somehow rescue from another
tribe’s dinner table. What follows

OF TWENTIETH

HOYA

and written by frequent Roman Polanski cohort Gerard Brach, Quest
for Fire tells the tale of three members of the prehistoric Ulam Tribe.
Back before the dawn of modern
man every minute was a struggle for
survival and whoever had the secret
of fire would therefore possess not
only a means of continued existence,
but also tremendous fire. During one
of their almost non-stop wars with
‘other tribes, the Ulam watch as their
flask of fire is extinguished. The tribe
leader, Naoh, leads an expedition of
three men
into the unknown
in
search of a means of replacing their

COURTESY

by Don Murphy

PHOTO

Quest: A Different Foreign Language Film

CENTURY
— FOX

| entertainment

MELVIN SIMON PRODUCTIONS/ASTRAL BELLEVUE PATHE INC. present BOB CLARK'S “PORKY'S”
KIM CATTRALL-SCOTT COLOMBY- KAKI HUNTER-ALEX KARRAS as he shert
SUSAN

CLARK as Cherry Forever ~~ Executive Producers HAROLD
Produced by DON

RE eax

GREENBERG

and MELVIN

CARMODY and BOB CLARK Written and Directed by BOB

NOW PLAYING!

SIMON

CLARK

MR. (A)

8
ASPEN TWINS
Wheaton,

CROFTON

MD

ne
Mano Hrorunie, MD
Ai ne"

Crofton,

CINEMA
MD

Ean

aE

FLOWER TWINS
_ Silver Spring,

an
a
on ya,

MD

LAUREL CINEMA
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entertainment

The Buzzcocks Present “‘Perfect Pop’’ Fromthe U.K.
Asst. Viewpoint Editor

asked

whether

he or

she

likes “New Wave” music, the typical.
American youth will usually shake
his or her head in disgust. In the
United States the terms ‘‘punk” or
“new wave” all too often conjure up

images

of safety

spiked

hair,

pin-impaled noses,

bloody puke, etc.

“We

hate it,” they say. “Give us back the
‘Grateful Speedwagon.”
So much fine music (as well as a
whole lot of crappy music) came out
. of England in the late Seventies that

it would be a shame to ignore “Punk
Rock’
Sui generis. There is just about
something for everyone. If you start
thinking about it as music, instead of
the aural equivalent of sadistic, blackleather violence, then you’re on the
right track.
In a sense, the Buzzcocks—a four
piece, all-male combo from Manchester, England—characterized best the
essence of the 1976/77 British punk
rock explosion, The music is strongly
chordal; as opposed to the All-American Heavy Metal Riff—a series of
single notes repeated to form the
theme of a song. The tempo is fast;
perhaps double the speed of current
American R 'n R. Finally there is a
stronger backing rhythm section—the
bass guitar and drums almost always
play an exciting role in their music.
This was, at the outset, the rough
ideal that thousands of bands aped,
though only a handful succeeded in
creating worthwhile music.
What sets the Buzzcocks apart is

their

¢

uncanny

ability

of

The Buzzcock’s last album, 4 Different Kind of Tension, and EP,
“Are Everything,” released in .1980
and 1981 respectively, present more
of “Steve Diggle’s compositions. Although interesting, they all lack the
musical flow of the songs of Shelley,
whom we presently find in a deep
malaise, giving his listeners a healthy
dose of Weltschmerz. Although his

Singles Going Steady (Compilation of A-sides and B-sides from late 1977
through 1979)—What Ever Happened To?; Oh, Shit!; Autonomy; Noise
Annoys; Just Lust; Listick; Why Can’t I Touch It; Something’s Gone
Wrong Again; Orgasm Addict; What Do I Get?; I Don’t Mind; Love You
More; Ever Fallen In Love?; Promises; Everybody’s Happy Nowadays;
Harmony

In My

Head.

:

A Different Kind of Tension (1980)—Paradise; Sitting Around At Home;
You Say You Don’t Love Me; You Know You Can’t Help It; Mad Mad
Judy; Raison d’Etré; I Don’t Know What To Do With My Life; Money;
Hollow Inside; A Different Kind of Tension; I Believe.

lyrics sound somewhat trite at times,
the effective text of the music (that’s
what really counts anyway, right?)
expresses his anxiety better than apy

words could hope to do justice to.

In March
1981, the Buzzcocks
called it quits as a group; and although Peter Shelley shows signs of
cracking the Hot 100 in the States
with his recent album Homosapien,
and

his single

of the

same

name,

the

Buzzcocks and the fine music they
created
remain
buried under
the
trash the American music industry
(sic)

throws

at

you

in

every

store.

Whether you’re a Beatle-nut, a Billy
Joel booster or an AC/DC monster,
you should at least give them a try.
If “you don’t
want
to risk your
money, then drop me a line at the
HOYA office. I would be glad to lend
you an album.- You might even come

to like a “punk band” (horror of horrors!) after all.

Another Music In a Different Kitchen (Jan. 1978)—1 Don’t Mind; A Fic-

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

When

Clark

Love Bites (1978)—Real World; Ever Fallen In Love?; Operator’s Manual;
Nostalgia; Just Lust; Sixteen Again; Walking Distance; Love Is Lies; ESP;

Nothing Left; Late For the Train.

WHY GO INTO WASHINGTON WHEN

WASHINGTON’S BEST PIZZA IS LOCATED JUST
|
ACROSS THE RIVER IN ROSSLYN?
:

RESTAURANT
LOUNGE
Hours: 5 p.m.-12a.m.

skillfully

blending melody —the
vocals—with
harmony—the
chords
and/or
bass .
riff. The strong foundation for this
derives
from
the
influence
the
Beatles had on Peter Shelley, the
group’s primary songwriter, who, as
he puts it, spent his youth “thrashing
away Beatle songs on guitar.”
After their 1977 debut EP, Spiral
Scratch, Peter Shelley and the Buzz,cocks set about to define their own
sound, apart from the ‘exciting,’ yet
_not wholly unique chop-chop sound
that the rest of the island was playing.
“lI Don’t Mind” is one of the finest songs written since The Beatles’
“I Want To Hold Your Hand” in the
melodic/harmonic
tradition.
It is
brimming with dashing major/minor
chord changes, and all that other
good stuff without making the melody slave to the harmony; nor soundthe least bit contrived. It seems as if
that song has always existed somewhere.
;
The Buzzcocks’ first album, 4nother Music in a Different Kitchen
(1978) contains more of the same,
as well as more music in the “punky
groove.” Yet here too, the songs remain well-crafted and rather imaginatively arranged. Their second album,
Love Bites (1978), shows a maturation in musical and lyrical themes
without losing any of the fresh ex-citement of their preceding work.
The Peter Shelley “perfect pop”—
love-song here contains more complicating and troubling aspects to the
love ‘routine.’
~ “Real World” finds Peter Shelley
imaginary.
retreating
from
earlier
visions of romantic love, to the temporary yet “Real,” bittersweet affection of a one-nighter:
“I don’t even know what your
name is, but I just hope that you
stay in the real world.”
The music on this LP long since
- transcended any punk cliche without
sounding pretentious. With inspired
melody and dazzling harmony to the
fore, Shelley extends the feel of a
short and sweet pop song to the
length of one considerably longer
(“ESP”) and makes the choppy, metrical flow of a song (‘“Operator’s
Manual”) sound perfectly natural.

:

.
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The Bookstore will begin to return any remaining unsold textbooks to the publishers starting |
March 15, 1982. Now is the time to purchase any

of a new sleeping
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Jerusalem and Cairo
GWU Summer Institute
—Open to GU Students
6 graduate or
undergraduate credits
May 17 - June 18, 1982
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Hoyas Outlast Wyoming,
51-43, In West Regional
HOYA Asst. Sports Editor

age), and either 6’8” Charlie Wrapp

from

ing

all

|

the

Georgetown

potential
~ collegiate
like 51-43
, Wyoming

Hoyas

began

zone

were Sleepy

Floyd

jump

shots, but the Hoyas lost this weapon
for the last eight minutes of the first
half, after Floyd picked up his third
foul, and again for ten minutes in the
second half, after the All-American
guard received his fourth foul at the
17:02, mark. Eric Smith, who scored
13 points and passed for a game high

their

ascent to the summit of
basketball with a workmandecision over a ponderous
Cowboy squad.

- The first three minutes of the game
established
Georgetown’s = superior

A few words of praise are in order for senior Eric Floyd and freshman Patrick ‘Ewing for their nominations to the AP and UPI AllAmerica polls this month. Floyd earned consensus first team AllAmerica, the only senior in the nation to earn such a spot this year.

Ewing was named an Honorable Mention choice in both major polls.
Congratulations to the Hilltop’s newest All-Americans!
Talent. ‘A smothering full-court press
~ produced three Wyoming turnovers
“which the Hoyas converted into a 6-0
} lead. This opening flurry left a dazed
~ look upon the faces of the Wyoming
players, and so stunned their Westernclad fans that the latter let out a loud
cheer when the Cowboys finally got

5 assists, picked up the slack. Eddie
Spriggs. contributed mightily in his
reserve role, netting 9 points and
grabbing 5 rebounds.
After trailing by four midway
through the first half, the Hoyas
went on to outscore the Cowboys
17-8 to take a 29-24 lead into the
locker
room.’ The
Hoyas
twice
stretched
this advantage to seven
soon after play resumed, but the

the ball over the midcourt line.
This impressive run, however, was
not entirely

to Georgetown’s

advan-

tage. The referees whistled a trio of

Cowboys,

Hoyas for fouls, illustrating their de. sire to keep contact at a minimum.

- Unable to ballhawk aggressively, the
Hoya

defense,

though

it would

ac-

cumulate 18 turnovers, managed few
steals leading to easy baskets.

behind

the inspired floor

enough

tance Medley

dict.
The victory, which avenged
the
Hoyas 1943 NCAA Finals (46-34 los
loss to Wyoming, earned Georgetown
the right to advance to the Western
Regional Semi-Finals in Provo, Utah.
Fresno

Coast

State,

winner

Athletic

of

the

Association,

is their

Georgetown 51, Wyoming 43
Hoyas (51): Jones 1 0-6 2, Brown

boys

0-0 4, Floyd

two

at

40-38,

and

prompted a booming chorus of ‘“WY-O” chants from the Wyoming faithful.
Freddie
Brown
Unperturbed,

~ Taken out of its preferred transi~ tion game, the Hoyas were forced to
- play half-court offense against Wyo- ' bagged two baskets off a ‘“‘four-toscore” delay offense. Eric Smith’s
‘ming ’s hulking 2-3 zone. Centering
two
clutch free throuws at 2:10
the backline was Chris Engler, a 7°0”
moved the Hoya edge to 46-41. Wyo240-1b. draft horse who jumped as if
ming was on the ropes, but hung on
“his sneakers were soled by a blackuntil the final 30 seconds when a full
smith. Not particularly mobile, Encourt TD pass, Smith to Floyd, for a
gler effectively used his bulk to clog
up the middle defensively and score
lay-up ‘and two turnovers by reserve
14 points from close-in at the offenguard Rodney Gowens sealed the ver-

opponent.

2

5 1-2 11, Martin 0 3-6

3, E. Smith 4 5-7 13, Ewing 3 1-3 7,
Hancock 1 0-0 2, Spriggs 4 1-1 9. Totals: 20 11-19 51.
Cowboys (43): Garnett2 1-2 5; Thesenfitz 1 0-1 2, Engler 5 4-4 14, Jackson 4 3-3 11, McClendon 1 2-2 4,
Gowens 0 1-2 1, Irving 1 0-0 2, Martin 0 0-0 0, Wrapp 2 0-0 4, Renner 0
0-0 0. Totals: 15 11-14 43.
Halftime: Hoyas 29, Cowboys 24.
Total Fouls: WYO 22, GU 17. Fouled
out: Wrapp.
Technical-Floyd A-9,
546.

~ Food For Thought/Michael Waters
ne bits about the Big East you
not have heard before:
Congratulations to room 1208 in
the Hotel Sonesta for somehow sleep- ing eight people in a double room . . .
We Hoyas were disappointed that GU
didn’t get another shot at Syracuse.

Enjoy

the NIT

again, Jim... Even

though Georgetown is the farthest
away of the visiting schools, GU enjoyed the largest (and loudest) stu-

. Several
Hoyas
were! nearly
Li
from the Hotel Sonesta for
late night partying after the big win
. Georgetown
alumni, the ‘Hoya
Hoop Club,’ turned out in numbers
at tne games and in the bars fice
wards.
Farewell to Assistant Coit Bill

shirt this tournament, looking preppy in a blue buttondown. . . Finally,.
congratulations to tourney ‘MVP Eric
Floyd and the rest of.the Hoyas for
giving GU its second Big East title in
three years.
P.S. Lucky that lamp didn’t fit
through the window.

Stein who leaves after the NCAAs to

HOYA Sports Briefs

become Athletic Director at St. Peter’s College. .. One Hoya seemed
more impressed Thursday night with
the St. John’s dance team than with
the game, “Best thing I’ve seen all
night,” he’ commented .. . Attendance’
of 57,618 over the weekend smashed
the Big East record set at the Dome
last year. They also set a Civic Center
record for beer sales with 475 kegs
guzzled . . . Reid’s All-Night Deli was
the salvation of many Hoyas with the
munchies. . . Hoya announcer, Rich
(In the Paint) Chvotkin, somehow
managed to keep
himself out of:
trouble . . . Who got the Big East sign

dent turnout... How did Leo Rau-

~ tins of Syracuse make it to the AllTournament team when his thirteen

‘turnovers in a single game set a Big
~ East record? . . . The Hartford Courant named Mark Hesse and Dan McLendon (the two Hoyas who have
been wearing blue and grey body
paints all year) the “Most Dedicated
‘Fans of the Tournament.” Way to go
ciguysl....
Speaking of loyalty, one Haya fan

refused to change his clothes until we

won it all. However, after we did, he
still didn’t... Ticket scalping was
widespread in front of the Civic Cen-

this year, We ask? . . . Lou Carnesseca
finally

retired

his

trademark

white

PeteMeier's
1 tramurals News
2nd, 3rd New North Leads

‘number

of

their

challengers

have

‘eclipsed last year’s final tallies.
In acquiring their lead, 2nd New
North competed in every event save
one,

winning the most points in table

tennis doubles, the indoor relays, the
back-to-school races, and 3-on-3 volleyball. In second place overall, also
having competed in 17 events so far,
is 1st Darnall with 1174 points. They
racked in tennis, golf, wrestling, and
fall swimming.
Sixth and second
Darnall are in third and fourth rerespectively, 922 and 861 points.

a

' They

finished

first

and

second

er

Fifth Darnall won football and came
in second in basketball.
Third
Loyola
and Third
New
South share third place with 195
points; 4th New North’s 190 points
put them in fifth place. The last two
spots in a field of fourteen teams are
currently held by 3rd Copley, 9
points, and 5th Copley, zero points.
Jimbo King of 6th Darnall won
the foul-shooting contest hitting 1920 from the charity stripe. D.J. Pat-

eraue went 18-20 to claim second for
2nd New North. In the women’s
competition, Liz Sheppard and Beth
deFreitas tied for first, converting on
17 of 20 free throws.
Upcoming

events

are

wrestling,

entry deadline March 25; the 3000m
Easter Race, Rabbit Run, and Spring
Swim Festival entries are all due
April 1.

in

In an interesting development, the

both Early Bird basketball and basketball. In fifth is 4th Harbin with
820 points. First Xavier, 48 points,
and 2nd Copley, 60 points, bring up
_ the rear of the 21-team field.
Third New North’s 891
points
puts them comfortably ahead of second place Sth Darnall, 597 points, in
the women’s Yates Cup race. Third
New North tallied a whopping 233
points in the indoor relays, winning
every event. They also claimed first
place in basketball, table tennis singles, doubles, racquetball and tennis.

IM Department, under the direction
of Thomas Hunter, has solicited the
sponsorship of local restaurants for
upcoming
events.
Thus
Armand’s
pizzeria will sponsor the wrestling
tournament and Houlihan’s the Easter Race. Quigley’s will offer prizes
for the Rabbit Run, and Chadwick’s
and the Third Edition are also participating.
Softball and soccer, both with
record

way

Season

drop: to, Notre

Dame
Field.

numbers

this

week.

ends this week.

of

teams,

get

Volleyball

under

action

with

a 17-8

in action Monday at Kehoe
The
visiting Irish led 7-4

through

two

periods,

and

outscored

the Hoyas 10-4 in the final two quarters to run away with the win. The
next home game for the Laxmen is
tomorrow vs. Kutztown College of
Pennsylvania,

The

at 3:00

opponents

p.m.

from

the

Hoyas’

1981-82 season have fared quite’ well
in post-season

play this year. Of the

22

Blue

teams

the

and

Gray

faced

this year,
14 received post-season
berths in the two main collegiate
tournament.
SW
Louisiana,
Ohio
State, St. John’s, Boston College,
Missouri, and, yes, Robert Morris,
were invited to the NCAA’s while
San

Yates Cup, Spring IM Nears
Now that eighteen of the 32 intramural events have been completed,
2nd New North looms as the favorite
in the Men’s dorm competition for
the Yates Cup with 1263 points; 3rd
New North stands clearly on top in
the
Women’s
competition
having
amassed 891. Already at this point in
the year, both first place floors and a

University Laits 1981 Spring

Diego

State,

American,

Nevada-

Las Vegas, Western Kentucky, Syracuse, Connecticut, and Utah made it
to the NIT tourney.
Sophomore Tom Lucas finished

Special To The

the Lady Hoyas.

but

foul

trouble

allowed

U-

Conn to catch up and send the game
into OT. By the time of the disqualifications, the lack of depth on the
GU bench could not keep up, and
the Huskies outscored the Hoyas 105 to take the OT win. The loss of
players such as Diane Tolliver, K. C.
Comerford, Kit Hepp, and Ginger
with reserves: Alyson
Zimmerman,
Westbrooks and Maura Gill, was too
much for the Blue and Gray to over-

a

again

proving

themselves

major.

power

on

east

the

coast,

ships;

held

late

last

month

in

San

Francisco. Congratulations to Tom
for
his
outstanding
performance
among over 6,000 of the nation’s finest squash players.
Sports action at the Hilltop this
week is as follows: The Hoya baseball team opens its home season versus Fairfield Sunday at noon on the
baseball field. The Men’s Tennis team
opens up its spring campaign Tuesday at 3:00 p.m. versus American,
and the Women’s Lacrosse team battles Wilson College Tuesday, at 4:00
on Kehoe Field. The next few weeks
will see the season open for Outdoor
Track, the home return of the powerful GU Women’s Tennis Team, the
Golf team, and the spring Crew season. Keep a close watch on HOYA
Sports for all the latest info on spring

sports action to come.

shoulder

injury

pionship

in

match.

place despite a
the

final

cham-

Trumpbour

and

Georgetown
placed second in the
women’s and fourth in the men’s
team competition in the Eastern Collegiate Judo Championships at West
Point, New York. The Georgetown
Judo Club sent eighteen competitors
to the event, which was held last

Jackson were recommended for second degree brown-belt for their efforts.
Georgetown’s
M.V.P.,
Captain
Kelly Jackson, finished runner-up in
the
tournament’s = female
grand

weekend.

the winners of each weight

The men’s team fought its way to
a fourth place position for the second time in two years. After beating
N.J.L.T., the team lost to first place
Miami Dade University. Despite an
ippon (full point) by Alberto Requerro, the men lost their bid: for
third place to St. John’s in their final
match.

fight

In individual competition; Alberto

Requerro placed second in the one
hundred
eighty-nine
division.
Requerro
was
recommended
for
belt for his outstanding performance.
Although
several
Georgetown
competitors
fought
strongly,
the
women
stole the show, as Ginger

closely fol-

turned the

tide for

Texas-El

Paso,

which

is comprised

mostly of exchange students as runners, captured their third straight indoor title. But 1800 miles from El
Paso,

Texas,

the

track

program

here

at Georgetown has reason of its own
to celebrate. In a season of ups and
downs, Joe Lang’s troops have made
a dream come true.

come:
The losing streak began on Feb.
21st versus Villanova. A larger than
average crowd which returned to the
; ‘scene of the “Missouri Massacre”
held at McDonough that afternoon,
saw the Villanova Wildcats roll over
the Hoyas, 91-66. K. C. Comerford
led the Hoyas with 16 but the Cats
were not to be denied. Later that
week, Temple added insult to injury
by trouncing GU,
89-70.
Alyson
Westbrooks’ 19, Kit Hepp’s 18, and
Comerford’s 16 could not stop the
high-powered Owls in one of their
biggest offensive effort of the year.
The finale versus UConn was within
the Hoyas’ reach, but the close calls
by the officials and the subsequent
foul-outs dismissed any hopes of a
10-win by the Hoyas.

champion

to

competition.

decide

grand

In this match -

division

champion

the year.

of

:

At the annual meeting of the Eastern Collegiate Judo Association, it
was decided to adopt many of the
club’s practices and policies as means
to support and promote judo at the
collegiate level. It is these practices
and policies, instituted by'coach Tad
Nalls, that account for Georgetown
having one of the largest clubs in the
nation
and
consistently
fielding
strong teams in competition. Despite
a lack of support by the University,
Georgetown: Judo sent more com_petitors

to

the

other school.

First year coach

Mary Briese’s Lady Hoyas finished
with a 9-17 record, but look forward

to next year.

3

Mary Briese has

had to endure a lot of hardship in
this year’s season. Close games, dissension, and a lack of size have all
been evident this year. Even though
mainstays Erin Reid, Ginger Zimmerman, and Kerry Keefe have played
‘their final game for Georgetown, the
efforts of the freshman and sophomore players bode well for a return
to winning ways for next year’s lady
Hoyas.

On The Bench/John Reagan

fourth. among Division. C opponents
from all over teh nation in the Insilco
National B/C/D Squash Champion-

Gordon took second

Once

with a time of 9:49.97,

:

While
their
male
counterparts
were disposing of Connecticut, the
Hoyettes did not fare as well. The
Huskies prevailed, 78-73, in an overtime game that saw six Hoyas foul
out of the game. A solid first half
was turned in by the-Hoyas, hoping
to halt a two-game
losing streak.
Georgetown led at the half by two,

Trumpbour and Kelly Jackson placed
first in their divisions while Margaret

HOYA

Pedati, Pat
John Gregin the Dismile, half
and mile)

I The 1981-82 women’s basketball
program began with many question
marks, and the 9-17 mark that ended
the season made that point evider*
The loss of starters Abbie Dillon and
Ulrika Myhr, a difficult schedule, and
the mid-season slump/benching of K.
C. Comerford were some of the reasons for the disappointing season for

Judo Finishes Fourth In
Eastern Championships
by John Greco

was a serious target.

Special To The HOYA

Lacrosse Falls To ND, 17- 8
The Georgetown
crosse Team opened

a concerted

honors, the Dis-

The foursome of John
McCabe, Kevin King, and
orek captured first place
tance Medley
(quarter
mile, three-quarter mile,

King

Lady Hoyas ’81-82: Ups and Downs

33-31,

The Lighter Side Of Hartford
nay

to make

Freshman

the Blue and Gray with a blistering
2:58.1 three-quarter mile run, which
allowed Gregorek (who did not compete individually to gear up for the
medley) to hold off the closest opponents and sail in with a 4:05.7
mile.

lowed by Michigan. With the win,
Georgetown earned its first mdoor

Pacific

leadership and hot outside shooting
of guard Rich Jackson, did not fold.
A Jackson bomb brought the Cowwithin

runners

run at overall NCAA

BOOKE

on

YE DOMESDAY

framed

sides by towering snow-capped peaks,

COURTESY

picturesquely

The
Georgetown
men’s
track
team, spurred on by the Hilltop’s
first NCAA indoor title in over 17
years, finished in 12th place overall
in the NCAA Indoor Track Championships held last week in Pontiac,
Michigan.
In the meet, featuring -national
track powers such as UTEP, Villanova, Southern Methodist, and Michigan, the Hoya runners fared quite
well. While the Hoyas did not field

or 6°10” Greg Thesenvitz.
Most efficient against the Wyom-

BY CHRIS CALLSEN

miles

9,596 largely hostile
State’s Spectrum, an

track title since Rick Urbina’s 880m
run in the 1966 Indoor Championships.
Pedati led off the action with a
1:55.9
half mile, which
put the
Hoyas in third early. Pat McCabe, in
a 50.2 quarter mile, lost ground in
this sprint portion of the medley.

Special to the HOYA
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sive end. Flanking Engler were 6’9”
All-American Bill Garnett (who scored
5 points, 13 below his season aver-
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Playing The “Game”... |
Georgetown’s Own Way
“They always boo the best team.”’—Pat Ewing, after GU’s win
over St. John’s in the Big East Tournament.
The noise is deafening.
No one likes you when you're at the top of your game. It wasn’t
too long ago when Your Heroes were the Big East’s favorite underdogs, when the papers were filled with Big‘Bad Syracuse and those
mean ol’ Terrapins. GU was everyone’s favorite in the press—they
were a small provincial school doing battle with NCAA giants.
Well, it’s 1982, and what do we have? It’s our very own Heyas as
“the most feared team in the country,” according to CBS Sports (the
new voice of NCAA hoops since Enberg and McGuire lost the NCAA
contract). It just isn’t the Daily Orange on this University’s b’ball case,
anymore. It’s everyone’s turn—from Salt Lake City to the New York
Post. Their message is clear: Georgetown Hoyas: Cocky and Overrated.
It’s Big Bad John Thompson and his mean ol’ Hoyas, followed by
swarms of, shall we say, upper middle class college fans. Yes, this is
the team that (gasp!) won’t practice when photographers tell them

to. These are the despicables who (horrors!) don’t stay within shouting distance of every New York media hound or obnoxious undergrads from the lotal university. This is the team that (shriek!) dares
to presume that freshmen are supposed to give up their seats if a
senior doesn’t have one. Heck, it just about makes one want to root
for ol’ Lefty again. “Hey John, this is NCAA Big-Time, now,” they
crow. “Give us Patrick on a silver platter,” they clamor. And when
the answer is a polite “Not now,’ the cry is raised: “What has Georgetown got to hide?” Come on!

This is the kind of crap (for lack of a better word) that Georgetown
has had to deal with all season long. From other campus reporters at
the Big East Tournament asking about GU, the comments were similar. The Hoyas don’t “cooperate.” They play dirty ball and don’t
have

the trappings of a true ‘power.

> A big fluke, not much more.

The real media take it differently. The Big Time Media of College
Basketball have seen fit to turn a kid’s game into 11:30 p.m., USDA
Prime-Time Basketball. The root of the so-called “problem’’is simple.
Georgetown Basketball doesn’t play the game the way it’s supposed
to. You know, The Game: Lights . . . Camera . . . Basketball!
So here’s to Coach Thompson and the team for smooth sailing
through this storm of pressure. Thanks for not bending over to a
profession which seems to want Eric Floyd and Pat Ewing to appear
on Wide World of Sports more than shooting baskets. Thanks for
keeping the team a ““team’’ and not just 12 individuals using the Hilltop as a way station on the road to the NBA. Maybe what most
journalists have failed to realize is that the Hoya hoop program is
a unique

experiment

that

believes

you

don’t

have

to

give

up

aca-

demics for athletic excellence. A place where it’s O.K. not to stick
all the jocks in a Letterman’s Dorm by themselves, or where Government or Finance are suitable majors rather than P.E. or Creative
Writing. Thanks for keeping a touch of small-time flavor in an overcommercialized sports world.
The Hoyas used to be The Little Team That Could. Now that
they Can, it’s time to give the team a fair shake all around. Maybe
the high-pitched media works at Big State University, but it doesn’t
fit the bill here.

